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IPREFACE TO THE _._IRD EDITI0}_*
The third edition of the Stand_rds has been _'c,vi,od
on the basis of new knowledge which h_%s been collected
through application of the first two editions to practice,
The construction of the Standards is now clearly di-
vided into definitions of standardized de_:ign?_ of throt-
tlin@ devices and their standardized installations, and
guiding information which is to be considered v:hen devi_'_-
tions from the standardized ma_ufacture or the standard-
ized installation occur. Throu<h this division the sp-
plication of the standards in lor_ctlce should be simpli-
fied and, at the same time, their range of u_e iz extend-
ed to those ca_es that are to be h-lndled with low require-
ments for accuracy.
For the simple and convenient application of the
Standards, new Data Sheets have been compiled, _iving
clearly the essential diagre_ms and equations. Handlin _,
of the Data Sheets assumes a knowled_Q (,f the text of the
Standards.
In contrast with the second r dition, the thi_'d c:i -
ties contains a series of chan_es of bc_Ic si_nific: nc-_.
Reference to the 1912 sta_ndard nozc'le h:_.s b_,on droT0.s_od,
since this form will hardly cvcr be used ii_. the future.
The dizch_Lr<e ccefficieut of the ,_t_Ldard nozzl_' h'_z
b_en r.e_;_l_vinve_tl,_ated for ratios of o rc,_s m > O.f up
to m = ?.64. These investi,_atio!_s have shown ths, t the
di_char<e coefficients for m > 0._5 are lower than ._iv?n
in the first and second editions, and thst the basic tol-
erance for m is to be increased for high values of m.
Figure 2, Data Sheet i. shows the desi;_n of the standard
nozzle for m > 0.45, and Data Sh_et 5 _ives the new ,AiT-
charge coefficients <7, to_ether ,_ith additions :tnd tol_r-
asses .
l_ew invo_tlgations have also been made on the stand:_rd
orifice. These h_ve confirmed the dlschar4o coefficients
This trenslation was made by }_r. Lyman I{. Van der Pyl for
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers with the per-
mission of the Verein deutscher In_eniourc. Th_ c_._,_n.__cs
e ' OpDand additions made to create the fourth .altion , e_red
as a lint at the cud of the third edition in the original
copy of the translation. In this technieo, l _,Icmor:_ndum the
NACA h_?,s incorporated the changes and additions in the
text and. illustrations.
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of the second edition, However, for hi<h wLlu_:s of r,
the basic tolerance above the tolerance li_it h_ b_'e:_,i_-
creased re, i percent; sac Data Sheet 5. The _ime'_._ion_ (f
the stand_,rd orifice have bo_'n determined more acc_l'p_t_]7-
b v suitable new Droscriptlons.
The bibliography li_ts, besides ne_ pub!ieation_ _f
br,_ic :_i_nificance, only those v:hich have ,n _!_e:r_d ciuc _
the l_st edition _nd which have direct _ig_ificzn,:e for t?_.e
Standards.
The revision of the third edition has i_e_n und_,r!_ ;_¢r_
by the Working Committee, consistln_ of _'_[e_srs.
Dr.-In_. l!. Han_en, VDI, Gottin_en
Dipl.-In_. C. Hobner, VDI, Berlin
Dr.-In_. _'. Kretzschmer, VDI, Disseldorf
Dipl.-In_. G. Ruippel, VDI, Berlin
Dipl.-In<. T. Sprin:_mann, VDI, _erli "_
Dr. Phil. R. Witte, VDI, L'adwi_r'haf_
Sincere thanks are due them. Spe_.i_l tl,r_i,c_ _-_re d_.e Dr.
_Titte, who has a_ain contributed the valu_ble basis for
the third edition. Other col!aborr_,tors _,re liYawise to
be thanked for their valuable coopera_i,:n.
Th_i_ intornatiom_l s,tands, rds of the I.S.A. (!_'_terna-
tiona! _ederation of lTatlonal Standardizin_ A'_s,oeiation],
suggested by the I.E.0. (Intcrnation:'_l Electrotech_ic".l
Commi:_ion), adopted at the last mcatin_ i_:[ Stockholm,
Sept_mbor !924, are based principally o_ the same Gcrm::'.n
invosti,_ations _s tho_e underlying the VDI Standards. i'_
this v_,y, _reement of the VDI 8tr_.nd:_rd with el! e_seu_,_,l
provisions of the I.S.A. Standards i:'_ :;ue.r_r.toed at ti_ _
s_e.r_. I% !)nrticul_.r, the desi._;ns _;f the G,_rm%n ctr_:tdn,rd
nozzle &nd _t andard orifice and :_lr'o the die, charge coeffi-
cient_ _,re the sar.e zs those of the I.S.A. nozzl_ _nd the
I.S.A. orifice.
Flow i'eter Conn:itt_c_ of
the Verein deutschcr In_cni_urc
Chairman.
0opyriqht 19,_ by the VDI - Verla_ &.m.b.X., _norlin :_.V. 7.
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PREFACETO ]_HE 20URTH S<7_I?IOi_"
In the fourth edition of the Strmd:_rds. th_ oq<_ationz
and make-up used in the third edition _re of: ,eutiuliy an-
changed. From experience and on the basis of _zo_" tests, a
few but quite important chan{os, as well _ _<vcra! cor-
rections and additions, have been ma<_o. The_c _'_re con-
corned orincip_lly with the dimension of the c[!iudrir_l
part s ! of the standard orifice (see _ection 18) _nl t _r
displacement of the toleranc_ limit in the dir,_ctio_, _f
higher Reynolds numbers. (See sect!on _.)
A short section on the perman_nt presr, urc Io_.'. " n
_iven _'_ain, as in the secc'._d edition. _Iso tLe _'__'tio :
on tile conditions when _Ising nonstandard pre_',_v_ro t:,,.ps
is tre:-_ted more fully as com,_c_red with the second editiou,
in order to enable corrolati,._n with forei<n Ir.vo,_:ti:_ation_._,
which :tr_ frequently conducted cith nonmt_'ndn, rS. prL_,:'sure
the Vorein d._,ut_',!'or i::_Te_ticuro
Chsi rm'nn
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A. STAI_DARDS
f - RANGE OF VALIDITY' OF THE ST-AliDV_2{]I!8
a) PUrpose of the St,a:ida.rd_
"' i. The measurement of flowin_ me_ilumz b'y tie pr,_._:_'_
loss they under_o in bar, sing i,hrou_h thrott].in_,_,_":_o- _i'
(nozzl,,_s and orifices) is in many ._n% im!?ort_,nt tr.cxni_i;,1
ca,sos the only usa_J.e mete:'In_ 'oroce_s; in c4dition,, xt ."
_n _ccur_%te and e,_,,.symethod of _ener_l .:.-_licnb_i_tv'_ _ , to
any_f]_o;':ih_ liquid, _-_,.,_,or v::por :_t. ,,_,nv_nre_r_ure,_ o-_ t:r;_-
peraturo - with the limitations qivcn in n_%rsgra_l:s 8 to i'_.
_. The meteriiig process conslztz iu U_ing _._ a'me_-_-
ur_,:of the disc._ar_e the' chan<e _n_ r_,re_',-ur,'..,_-u_....,,.'"of "L
,fl_id fJ.owin_ in a pipe of variable cvo:_','-:_,ection,_:l urea.
Th_ ener_y law (Bernoulli) furni,_b.e_ _is ,._,ith an un_quivo-.
cal relation between the _ =, o .,•enc, r_y f _re,_s'ur_o eond the e.',_er_y
. + • •of flow. in order to use it, a red_,colon in area is i2ro,-
vided in a Dipe llne by installin._ a throttlln_ device" e.
conversion of o_rt of the orezsure ener<y to en,_r_: of
flow i,_ nroduced by forcin_ the fluid to flow thr0u,_h thi_
reduced cross section.
• ._. The following standards <ire the sts_nd_rdized form:_
for two throttling devices, standard nozzles and stond_,,rd •
orifices, and enable them to be used in circular pipes
without calibration' The definitions of the st,_tndards e..v_
applicable in principle to. the calibration and use of non-
standardized throttling devices, such as the vonturi _uoo" .
The ._tandards are valid, likewise. _,_ a ba_ia for dis "_o _"
measurements in the German acceptance st,-'_,ndards. I
• "_e_eln fuer die DurchflussmessunZ mit _enormten Duesen
.. _ ]_ W. 7• i9%7.und Blenden " VDI-Verlag G.m.lo.H.., Berlin,, . ,
_See the _tandards for acceptance tests of steam turbines,
steam boilers, comp.ressors, internal combus-tion engines,
etc., r,u.blishc_d by the VDI-Verlag, 3t_rlin.
T_a_lq!a__t_or_ts_Bote. _- The-American Society of _{echanic:_l En.;i-
hoers secured permi_cion from the 7crein _l,_utscher Inge-
nieure for the tban_lation of these standards, on thV_ con-
dition that no translations were to be sold.
2 • NACA Technical },!emorandum !1o, 952
Further, they serve as -:;uid,_s for meas'_re,'oentz in "/C,i_h
high accuracy is not required and for th,-,se service ,'_,_,a:_-
urements in which standard devices are used, though not in
accordance with the standard requirements.
4, For the standard nozzle end the _ta_'_.d_rd orifice,
the st_,ndards give the design and instn!iat,:i_n ;;,t._nd.'trdz
and the discharge coefficients, which are ,_ub_jtitu_ed in
the theoretical flow equations to deter-vine the truc dis-
charge or flow (discharge per unit time) from the mce_ur:d
pressure loss - the differential pressure. The corre_ _o:_,d-
ing tolerances - also called the variancp hetw,-.on r_o,'_<7< -
ments - refer not to the whole measurement but only to t-:e
discharge coefficients. They indicate the limits of our
present knowledge of flow processe_ and, in conducting
practical measurements, must be increased by an ,_nount Is-
pendent on the in_ccuracy of measuring the differenti,_l
pressure and the density.
5. A complete measuring arran-,._me_t censi*,;ts o ? the
throttlin_ device (noz'zle or orifice) in_ta.!!ed in -_,y._ipc
line, a differential pressure meter (,]i_,c,::v:_.r,_';e:_,anometer) a .
and. a means of conducting the pressure from the throttling
device to the differential pressure mete ",_. To this n-sy be
added, if necessary, the auxiliary arran<e:_tents for mea:_-
uring the density or the, values of the conditions, temper-
ature and pressure, fro._,_which the d en,._ity under flowing
conditions may be obtained with the aid of the usual law:,'.
6. The totcl tolerance of the dischar_;e .r.ea_;uremcnt
varies with the type of throttling device '_nd differential
pre_sure meter as well as with the oyp_ of apolic%tion. A
total tolerance men be determined only if the individxlal
tolerance for the dis ...... ._ , coef cient, the dlffercntial
pressure measurement, and the density are known. This 5.9
calculated as the "average error" in ac,cord:_nco with the, law
for combining errors, by taking the squ-.re root of the sum
of the squares of the individual tolerances _'e_e_,-.ncc i[',,)\ ....... •
If the individu;_l tolerances (inde_end_'_nt of one ,:,n-
other) are x I, xa, x 3 .... the total tc!er%noe is
x -- _ J Xl _ 4- x_ 2 + x3 2 + . . .
This may be an indicating or recording _evice. If neces-
sary, it may oper_,te an electric telemeter or _upplemcntar_,
apparatus for computing the total amount, integratin_ the
dischar_;e against time.
NACA Technical Memorandum No. 9_2
In this, the individual tolerances are to be in pernent
(see Data Sheet 5) and it may be noted thr_t tolerance_ for
values under the square root in the dischcrCe equation
should be hs,lved.
An example of steam and condensate measurement iz tur-
bi_e acceptance tests is _iven in section C VI,
7. The standards not onl_ discuss the _stand_rdizei_
throttling devices, but also bring out detsils of t!:_e _re_:-
sure pipin_ and present a survey of the commercial diff:_r-
ential orossure meters. To _et standards and accur_tcy li:._.-
its for these is not possible with the present active d_,-
velopmeut of metering apparatus.
b) Requirements of the Substance to Be _,_e,_,_;ured
8. Discharge measurements ma.v be undert_ken only if
the density of the fl0win_ substance is known accurately
under the conditions upstream from the throttlin@ device,
since thi_ always enters the measurement result. On the
other hand. it is _eneral]y sufficient to know the viscos-
ity approximately in order to calculate _n a]?proximate
value for the Reynolds number for the discharge being
measured.
9. In order to use the stsndards, the m,_terial to be
measured must be in a pure phase when it f!owz thro.J_h the
throttlin_ device, To fulfill this require:_ent, for ex-
ample, liquids may contain gases or solids only in the dis-
solved form, and no separation of _as or vapor should ta_e
place. There should be no undissolved substances :_u_h _
mud.
i0. This requirement has particular si_nificancc_' in
the measurement of noarl_r saturated _ases and vspor_, ,_:_d
of liquids near the boilin._; Doint. It is necess,'_.ry, i_.
cases of doubt, to be certain that steam rem_in_ _uocr-
heated _nd does not condense when under4oin_ the chande of
pressure in the throttling device.
ii. Tile standards apply also for colloid o_l solutions
if the degree of dispersion and the phyzic,%l u_ture are
such that the solution is onl,,,_ slilhtl_" different from a
fluid of a single phase (such __smilk). There has been no
experience with thick disperse solutions.
4 NACA Technical Memorandum No. 952<:
c) Requirements of the Flow
12. The flowing material must completely fill the
cross-sectional area of the metering arrangement.
iz. The discharge equations (see D_t:_ Sh<_et 3) spply
only for stationary flow. Consequently, tP._- flow in dis-
charge measurements with throttling devices _hould be at
least quasi-stationary; thst i_, the velocity should chcnge
only slowly with time at a glven place. In particular,
there should be no pulsatioHs in the flow :_ formed, for
instance, by a reciprocating piston entwine. V_-_rz- _t_.!e
inve_ti_ational work has been don_ to determine the r.._:_t,_r-
ing error due to nonstationary flow; thi_ _rror,. therefore,
cannot be corrected.
Ii - DESCRIPTION OF THE STANDARD _0ZZLE AND
TEE STANDARD ORIFICE
a) The German 19ZO Stand_rd }_oz,.;le.
14. The German 19Z0 Standard .Uozzle w_s first known
as the "I.G. Nozzle." Figure i of Data Sh,_<,t I sho_3 the
standard requirements for the outlines 3 of t _'_e st:_nd_rd
nozzle and for the length and "<idth of the pressure-taD
openings, which may be single drilled boles or a:_nular
channels connected to the interior of the _:_ipe by slits /or
tby openings distributed around the' circumference. _,See
also fi<s. 5 to 1Z, Data Sheet 1.)
Th', standard nozzle i_ qpplic,.blo _<o "_ii _)ipe di m -
ters __ _0 ram. Tests have be on conductc,_ v;i_h pipe _:i_m-
etors betwe(_n 50 _nd 500 mm and with ratio_ of o_rea m 4.
between 0.05 and _.64.
With m > 3..:_5 the profile of thai noz_:l_ i'_ to be
turned out, as shov, n in =_izure 2, Data Sh_t.< I, until the
diameter is ecual to the pipe diameter D. At that point
the upstream face of the nozzle i_ turned flat.
The downstream face is to be shm_ed i_ such a way
that the downstream pressure tap is not disturbed.
3The_e correspond essentially to the ztand:_rd forms in
fig. 3 of the second edition.
d a
m = _, d = nozzle diameter, D = _?io_ diame%er
NACA Technical Memorandu_ No. 952 5
The arcs with the radii r = d/[_ and r = 0.2 d :_r,"_
tangential to the cylindrical part of the nozzle and to
the upstream face of the nozzle, respectively. Under
these conditions and with the given principal dimen_iono,
the middle point of the arcs definin_ the _icz_le profile
is located. The two arcs join practicall_ _ without a br<_ak.
Tn_ small turned-out hart (protective rim at the dis-
charge of the nozzle) serves to protect the d isehar_c od_,_
and consequently may be omitted if no d,'._maWe iz to be
feared.
15. The nozzle diameter d must be gaged with _r _rc_:-
racy of _0.001 d. The cylindrical os_rt of the ucz,;le sL<v?_
be turned with special care; subsequeut ooli_hing b7 b_nd
is to bc avoided _ince the discharge coefficient is ch;_nded
considerably if the cFlindrical part eup_:_nds only _li_htlu
conically toward the discharge cud or is wavy. A _]ight
conical reduction exerts a less,'r _ffect.
The nozzle profile must be tested ./ith templates.
However, the radii of curvature m:_y diff'._r fro_ _ the" theo-
rctlcal by as much as l0 percent for m < '_.Z :'rid b_ a_
much _q "_ percent for 0..'_4< m < 0.5, However, _her_'
should be no break in the _rofile.
The surface of the nozzle should be _oc, th. Tht_
_, _'t it b_ uadcsmaller the nozzle, the more carefully ,u ....
b) The German 19ZO Standz,'_ Orifice
16 The German 19ZC! St_md_r_ 0rifi,qe (?:_:,
Sheet li s i_ similar to the VDl.st_,_ndard orific_ i_)ro_'ost_c[
i__. I_12. As with the nozzle, the di:'f _,rc_ntia]. _re_sure
m_y be obtaiuc, d either _:.ith sinf;le t_<if)s or with anau!_r
pt,_sa_os. (See fig_. 5 to IZ, D<ta Shc_ct I.)
The stand&rd noz ..... m:_y ',,e u_cd with n_] '9i_,; di_:;_.c -
ters _ _0 ram. Tests h-._w_ b_-_:_.n made wi+.h pipe di_m._ter;_ of
• _ I 0.-,from S0 to i000 mm n,nd with r:_tio_ of are_:; r. o!' '" ""
0.')5 to 0.7. °
5
0omp,.<_.rcd v'it-h the sta_'t_-_rd _'cru -_'.r_.._'_:___-, Z of t,'_._.:third
edition, the limitin_ tilt.on:lion of' t':.,.<_..... c 'l_ndric:_ _,_-_t_s_'"__.._ _,_ .,--_
part c' (_ _.02 D) ia eha_,'_",_,d.
6
For ,-e_:osur,_r:'ents with m > 0.7, _',<,_,r_fcr,-uce _,_I:.
6 NACA Technical _lemorandur_ No. 952
17. The production of the rectangul_r cd_c on the uo-
stream side of the orifice openi.ug of di_etor d - desig-
nated by arrows in figure 4, Data Sheet i - affects the
discharge coefficient, If d < 150 r_m, ,_ sufficiently
shzrp edge may bc obtained with certain_y if _'_final hair-
fine cut is taken off the upstream face, workin_ out,,Tar_
from the oriflco: if the upstros, m surface i_ turne% fir,_t
and then the orifice, the ed;_e will _ not be :l,bcolutel¥
sharp, The l_r_er the orifice diameter, th<_ mere _%llOwa-
ble is n breaking of the upstream e d_4o, vi_ibie to the: _:,_,<d
eye. With an orifice diameter of d __ 150 am, it iz. th_'_:,-
fore permi_zib!e tr. break the cd<_ with _mcry pa!_er.
An edge must be considered as non-sh_rp, ,.vhe_hcr _lue to
poor workmanship or to use in service, if the a,_.sur'2_,tionz
mentioned are not fulfilled - thus, if' u.it.h d < 15C. r:m '_
ray of light falllnq on the ed%e i_ distinctly noticc_-_ble
visually, or if with d > 150 r'.n. the cc!_-_e i',_ distinctly
b_:oken, For such _on-sharp edges, the :lisch_.rge coeffi-
cient must be increased (Data Sheet 5, figs. 24b), and i_-
creases in the tolerance (Data Sheet 5, fi_;. 24f) _:.ust be
made if there is any doubt of the o_rfecti_n _f the cd_e
sharpness.
The upstream face should be smooth. _t le:_st n_ar th_
upstream edge of the orifice.
18. The orifice diameter is to be ::c_:_'_urn(l _ihh _.,tol-
erance of ±0.001 d.
The elate thickness sheu]d be equ:_l _o or Ic_ than
O.ID and the length of the cylindrical _str_am D'_rt sho'_.id
be equ:_tl to or le_,,_ than O.02D. Th< _ _]own_tre:tm bevel mu_t
be _reater than 30 ° (usually 45°), In ov_]_,r _', sw_id a
sucking-back of the jet to the pipe wahl.
If the plate thickness s <= 0.02D, the b_w_! on th_
downstream of the orifice ma,v be eliminat_,,d, _.c,. the cy.1-
indrical length s _ of the orifice m_:_,v b_' :_c!u_,l to z, _
In oractlce, this occurs when usin;_ ].arg_ ?i_,._ cize_',.
?In the first an{_ _econd edition_, ',_ < _'__]D v:a_ ._vcn
as a limiting dimension. In the third edition, this v:_!uc
w_s raised to __ ().04D in order to comply ..,:ithmanner wizhcz
of indu_:try. New test results (reference 14._) indicat:_
that, wit_ this value, the discharge co_ ffi_i<_nt is a_fpre-
ci_bly chan_ed. Consequently the v_luo _s reduced to
s _ _ O.02D.
_?ACATechnical _,_ezorandumNo.._2_,_ 7
c) Common Construction Detsils
19. Figures 1 to 3 of Data Sheet 1 give no construc-
tion details; they show only the details for the _urface_
lying in the flow apace and for the type of pre_'sure tap.
With annular chamber pressure taps, the opening, of the an-
nul_:_r slit should be small comoared with the area o_ the
chamber so that an equalization of pressure may take _lac<_.
The answer to the question as to whether the annular _hn[._L
hers or the single taps are to be preferr_d, depends on
the installation conditions. (See section III.)
20. With single pressure taps, condensates end the
force of capillarity may falsify the measurement if t[_s di-
ameter of the tap is too small; for examoie, .iu measurin_
steam with overflow ch_mbers for the condensate, the t_os
must be _i',tleast 8 mm .in diameter if the upper chambers o _"
_igure XIX 9_re used thou<h the _ may be _ua.L..(>r about
mm - if the condensate loots on the side ere u_,d. A'_'.'_
result of this requirement and that in fi_ure I, Data Shc_,t
,.J
1 - that the width of the pre_',sure top _--.O._ZD - only annu-
lar chambers are applicable for sta_dardize_ ;te_m m('_,_,_.r_-
merit in ]_ipes of small dla[r:eter.
With a anular chambers, the pressure tee slit ,_hould be
as narrow as possible in order to egu:},lize the, prc_,sure
satisfactorily. (}Tote, however, the effect of s_rf_,,ce
tension if the slot is too nc,rro_v. )
_.i. In making the throttlln_I devices, they :_a:.;be
split up into parts, as shown in f'igure_s _,>to IS of Dat:t
Sheet i, in order to facilitate manufacture, intei'chan_,-
ability, etc. The materials of the throttling devices :_n,'_t
be so chosen that they :viii not wear r,,,o_dl_'._-" P_rtic,_!ar-
I_T with orifices, care _houid be t_en when zhio>iu_ an,,%
installin_ th[_t the sharp upstream edge is _ot d:%maged.
Lil_ewi:_e, with nozzles the discharqe _d_e :_hould not be,
dama_o,d. (See, what is said about the orotec_iv,;, rir_, in
para_raph 14. )
23. The mountin_ rings which hold the orifi_',m ol:_.,tc
or the nozzle must have rounded ,_orners on the u!)_tream
side (fi_s. 5 to IS, Date, Sheet ].) and their inside di_,_me-
ters should not be smaller than the pipe di::_m_tcr. It is
permi_sible, however: to mc_ke the mountinz rin!r_ ?; _,crcc_.t
lar_er than the pipe diameter :-ith sta:_dard oriCic<s _ud
p_rcent lar_er _ith standard nozzles, ,_s !on_ :_ the, ay.5_l
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distance of the ring from th,_ front of t,L,', elate or uoz':ic
does not exceed O.ID. The ratio of s rc:_ n is not to bc
referred to the nominal diameter but r_l'.:":;:zto the truc
measured pipe diameter on the upstream :_id_.
23. For pipes nf large di,;meter, t,h_ _--_rrow nozzle or
orifice of figure 6, Data Sheet i, i_ ordin:_rily u_ed be-
cause it may be installed more ca sily _I(', b,cause of
weight considerations. The arran_:ement of figure 7 may be
substituted for the annular ch'_mbers; in ibis case t_c
pressure tap openings must be ',_ma!l comn:_rcd to the cro::'-
sectional area of the equalizlnZ line.
For nioes of small diameter it is recom_.a_,d that
the designs of figures 14 or 15, Data Sho_ t i. (refer_'ncc
9). be used in pip_ lines of which the charact_;ristics
(roughness, roundnczs, di&reter. _tc.) ,_.r_' not known ac-
curat ely.
ili REQ_TIRE:,[EETS FOR STA_TDiRD l_i_i'.<:_A 10NS
(See also section C I)
24. The applicability of the tolerances _ven for the
dischar4e coefficients assumes that the _" robtliug device
• . _ " ..... Ire'I, _-is installed very ,_.aref_llv If tn__s is mot _ _ '
terlng errors considerably in exc::_s,_ of t_c tolerance will
occur. At oresent there is, no r,_liablc ;cnowlcd%e ..0. which
these errors m:_y bc estimated or even cor_'ect_ [athem:%t-
Ic_l!y. !!owever, some tests indic%to theft the met_rin_
error usually does not become ]__-r __,er, _3._s frequently ;_,_-...
summed, but smaller a_ the velocity of th,- subr_t_"nce bein<
metered increases. In all ease_, ,_e:,.sur_,_;nts with high]
ratios of areas are intrin_ical!y uore s,:r_itive to all
irregularities in installation th:u:_ r_en,::_rer_nts with sm:_ll
ratios of are_,_, which is reflected in th___ _,o!sr,onc, r:.
(See Data Shc,_,t ? n_d refereu(:_ 24. )
The followin_ instructions n re to bc ob,'_erved if t_e
tolerance_ of the discharge coeffi_,ient,q :_r,_ n,,_t to be e:c-
ceeded. In the plans for the bide line:_ ;_:ufficiently lon_
strai_dht pipe !en:._ths must b,_ _roviddd.
_5. The faultlessly made throttlia_ d_ vice is '_roo;[_rly
lust:_lled between two flanges of th_ _;_inc lin,_, For _iDe
diamet_,rs below 70 mm it is recommended +}_,::,tthe :_rrau<_-
merits of fizures 14 and 15 on D_ta Shsct i bC u_ed,
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In measuring gas and steam, care _hozz!d be ta!_en thr_t
water collecting upstream and downstream from the throt-
tlin_ device be removed by a separator. There should be
neither gaskets nor rough welded _ea:_s upstream from the
throttlin_ device. Therefore gaskets should be cut spe-
cially larvae - say about 1.1 D - to make crl_t'in th:_t
there is no projection at the mounting4 riu_. (S._o fi_. _,
Delta Sheet 1.)
The throttling device is to be _ccurs.tely cent?red i_'.
the pipe. For this requirement, it is :;e_er.-%!ly s._tis:f_e-
tory if the o_ttside diameter of the mounting' rin_-;.s .is e__' !
to the flange belt circle diameter minus the bolt hole _,i-
amoter.
26. When gas containin_ dust, i'o_, or tar is ,to %o.
measured continuously, it is necessary co . a_ce certain
that the edge stays .'_harp and aces not become dirt_7, in
such cases it is recommended that the orifice, be ,orovid_d
wit _._a spray device and an observation _rr'_-ment _ , _D-
proximo tely as in fi_ure I. Such s_n a_'r:tnc_(?_:_eut zi!ows
the condition of the ed_e to be observed and to be sprayed
9from time to time a,s occasion demands.
27. The true pipe diameter is to be measured ._ccu-
rately for large ratios of areas, since it fr6qu_ntly v:_,r-
ies from the nominal diameter. The pipo_ shoulc] he cylin-
drical upstream fro_ the throttling device, The. _;r;cst?st
chan_e of the pipe diameter in a length ef 2D -_he_.,_dof ti_e
orifice - in consequence of noncircu!arity, c_,nic;'_! exo:_n-
sion, e._., as when flanges are rolled ou to the _0i_.e.
etc. - should be within ±0.5 _ercent for r._tio_ of :.ro:o.s
m > 0.3 and within ±2 perc_nt for m < 0._.
_8. The pipe line should be s;_ooth or :_.ervice-rough. .
The effect of pipe roughness on the disc!_._r:_e coefficient
may be t _!_eu from omra_r_phs Z.'7 ,_c, 51 :_ud ._' ,._-'.The rela-
tive rou_hne_s, i.e., the ratio of the :,.vcr:_ "e h(i_ht of
" _ . , (ieteruin'_ti -'tn r ou .:;h ,-'_ • .n._ to the pio_ diameter i_ ,_ vc ::,_r
8
Tests with two ninoles 0.2_ D in di,_m_ter ,v(]d_,d into t h.o
pipe at _t distance 0.5 D upstream from the orifice ,_ho',ve_
thmt the.v h[_vo no effect on the di:,,ch:tr_e co_ffic.i_ut. (_
up to m _0.7.
9Acco;'din_ to _n[publis!i,?:d tests of th:_ I. _. J_b_,.rbeni:_du:_ -
trio A.-G. with w:_ter Zas and power _a._ centn inin_ .:-[_!_ro::-
imately 12 mq of du_t per cubic meter, the v-_lue of
increased by sever:._.l percent in a few day.q.
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this reason pipes of the same sobsolute ro_4hnc_s m'_>"be
considered more nearly smooth as the _ia_:_ter _ncrenses.
Quantitative roughness tony only be e_timated. As a _uid<'_,
a new cast-iron internally tarred pipe of 200 mm I.D. may
be ,considered smooth. A service-rough _i ,o ;-'t::be under-
stood to be a cast-iron Dipe which hn_s r i_%:_d internmll,7
through long use, but which has no thick _:_cr'_tation on
the '_urface. ,_hen measuring _;_s and ste:_r in vcrtic_ 3.
pipes, the pressure taps must be m,_do v'r:- c'_r_frll_. _ be-
cause of the possibility of col!ecti._:._ ,:,_u_r.
29. The pipe line upstream aud down_trean fret: tL,:
throttling device (uostream section dowustream section'
must be rectilinear and of constant dlamctcr. The u_Jstroa:-
section must b_:_, so Ion_ that all disturb_,_cc_, have __ied
away at the throttling device, tn_. down_tream _ection so
ion_ +hat_ a d_sturbance_ at its end c_nnot '-ork b,ac_'_ to tn,_'
throttlin_ device. Data Sheet 2 _ivcs for different, fre-
quently encountered installations, the minim%ira nece_" _-
,' _:a r,y
dlsturbance-free straight lengths of pipe, mea_:ured in pipe
diameters D (upst_e ....._ection E dcv,_n::_r,:,-_m .ection A)
If only half the _iven lengths cf i_ipe '.:_rc%v::_ilablc. it
may be assumed as _ guide that, for m "_ _'_,5, the addi-
tional e_'ror_ will be approximately _:"_5 _._'_c_ut For no
zles :vith m > 0.5. no data can be _iv_n.
30. The nece_z_ry str_ight lengths of _oio_s u_tre.um
aud downstream from the throt_lin_ devic_ ?re_ in :_ener_.l,
shorter the smaller the ratio of :'.teas. Con_cquently, in
many cases where a ,qufficiently !on;:_ str;oiqht length of
pipe is not ave.liable, the choice. _ of :_ _,_ler ratio of
areas will b_ _ help, in_:of_r P_s the re_'it_nt increase, in
differeutial prezs_re will allow.
31. It is not _,ermissible to inzt_!! r_ throttlin_ d_-
vice close downstream from an cxp:tudin_ _,_red_., piecn. _ith
orlfice_, a _trai _ •
_n_, section of pipe of cc_'asta_:.t :_i_,_meter
must be between _uch a oiece and t".e orifice, of ,_ length
increaszng with increms,ng ratio of _r_az of the o._'ific _
and with increasin_ expansion in the tnocrel l:_iece. A._ a
_uide :viii serve the fact that with ori#'ic_z "_,r,d a_., exo_n-
sion to twice the _ipe diameter, _ str,-'_i_ht u o_tream sec-
tion of at i _ _t _0 D for m < c_ o _ st _ 20c_a...... _n, - c:,t9t D for
m = 0.25 to 0.50 must be used. With iu_ufficientl.[, - ].on_
upstream sections, v_ry considerable m_tcriu_ error,s- m-ly
result. (See fig. 34, Data She_t _. )
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An installation down_troam from a t_pered reduc(_r ic
less unsatisfactory. In this case _'_]co the er)'or become_
greater a_q the rf.tio of area_ ihcroa_es and a_ the zmount
of reduction increases. Therefore, the ,_.reat_r the r_.tio
of ,_reas m, the longer the straight len_;:th cf pipe of
constant diameter necessary between th,_ throttling 'device
and the reducer. As an example, thin di=t_Lnce should be
at least 15 D when m = O.Z.
Sudden reductions in pi'oe zlze (without _ tapered
piece) give qreater errors, tending to reduce the disch'_r_c
coefficient (reference 9).
Zf. Space elbows (double elbo_vs in t_'_o or more 2-_l_ucs
perpendicular to each other) cause large errors, since
through them the flow acquires a twistin< which is dis_i-
pated very slowly.
ZZ. StraiEhtening vn.ne_ (for malting the line_ of flc_7
parallel to the walls of the pipe) _,_re _.xpcdient only if
there is a twist in the flow. To be ef_e_tiv_, t,h_y mu_t
be from 1 to 2 D lon_. Downstream from sin_l,: elbows, a
strai_)htonin_ vane is u_ually harmful. The distance from
the straightenin_ vane to the throttlln_ device should be
so great that the disturbance produced b_ th_ _tr_ichten-
ing vane is di_si]?ated in it This &is_an_e wl _ry
with the, ratio of areas and the design of the stra_:bten-
in{ vaue and will _mount to 5 D for sm'_.ll valu<:s of m
and as much as 20 D for hitch values of m.
3_. Ver}_ lar,ze errors ,_re caused by "oarti,_lly open
valves. Table I on Data Sh,_et 2 sho_:_ the n,_c<ss_r_,
straight disturb,aries-free leu<th of pipe _.s a function of
the opening of the valve. _° V__lves installed downstream
from the throttling device disturb the flow less; accord-
ingly, when possible, the_ ,_ are in_talled do_vnstream from
thr throttling device.
ZS. The disturbances have less effect when using _n-
nular chambers than when usin_ single taps. Altho_h
th_re 2_rc no tests on the subject, it may be a._cum_d theft
an ennular chamber is more effective as the chamber volume
increases and as the slit connectin_ it to the pipe becomes
narrower.
36. Only if all the sti_ulations in this secficn _._ro
fulfilled, should an installation be termed _tandardized.
:°Accordlng to unpublished work of the Oppau Uork._ Control
of the I. G. Farbenindustrie A.-G.
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(See also Data Sheet Z/
37. In part B, section I, the _ner_! .:iachar_e equa-
tion is derived and nut into the form
G = _ _ Fo 72g 71 (P1 - P_) (j<<,/_:,-.c)
measured unde.r the conditions upstream from the t.'_ro_li,/;
. I
_" - 71 is th- d_:.n_:ity _n ._,_._3device, in these =ozmulas - ,
P1 " Pa is the differential oressure in !::</m', s.n_ c. and
¢ are empirical ve_lues which are _o be ta_-en from _rt V.
(See also Data Shc..:t,_ 5 and _.) _o is ,: _ret. cf the
fr,_c oPenin_ of the tbrottlin_ device "_t t)," t,:,,-_perikture
of meaaure, ment in squa, re meters. (S<,,- f :,_'._._r:-_=.-h iO.)
38 The _ic _...... _ t _ "' follo_,.'inC• c ........e coefficient _ ....._. _,_
factors in@,o c0nsi'_r._+.ion (See _"_ •. ........ ,_o _. ,ction_ 78-8:3 )
I The veloci +_ of a)_romch ue ..... _'_'_ from thn or-
if'ice.
2. The friction of _"'.._.eflowir :_ _,ate.ri_. u_ost_''__. _ ......
from and in the throttlii_ d_vice.
_. With orifices the coutrr..ctiou _o-.vnst_e_L _. from
the thrott!in._ .device.
_. The prc_s_.re taps in the co ...." _,
.downstream from the throttiin,% device; these
pre:'s_,__.res are not exact!7, _ _.c_'tl to the th_o-
. ., . _ :_ov.n. t ream
from the throttlin._ 4trice.
Zg. The expansion factor _ takes into account the
irregula _ behavior of ...._.,:es _._'"d.v'._ors, as. co:::-:_rc.J with
that of practicslly incompressible fiuidc i'.ith _ .--i);
o _ the density c.h_:n.'_;_._ in :tcco_-rcewith q_tses ...._... v_Dors _ .....
with thermod]Tnamic rel%i:ions in fiowin;_ throu,_h the thrct-
tlin< device: ¢ incre_tses in effect ",.s fih_ d.i;¢_r_-,nti,n,l
pre._T._ure increases t_ith resT?net to th_ ::t_:olute Drc::._'_tre
.%head of the. t}:rottlin_ device (in the o.i.-_:,_eof ,:)r_,sum
trap; Sn'_ _,:_rn_raDh 65 h
40, On the b. sis of tests, it m.)c_ h,:_ ',_:_._umcd th.u.t the
di:tmeter of the opcnin_ of the throttlinq de,vice cha.n:_es
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with the linear temperr_ture coefficient of exp:_L_io_; fi ;-
ure 17 on D'_ta Sheet Z _ives the incre_se in :.,,tea;_'it}. _
temperature for the most import_nt matcri%is, if d i_,_.
measured at 20 o C. If the throttlln_ device _.ud the pipe
are of different materials, the ratio of _rcas n chan_cz
with temperature since d and D are cn,lcu!atcd with iif-
fercnt correction factors.
41. On Data Sheet 3 are collected the formu!a_ for
practical use. In these the diameter in ni!li_:_-_t_,r::_ i_
used instead of the area. and the dlschar_e is r(f rr_ !_o
hours instead of _econds, in accordance with tcchnia,_l ,_l_-
tom. The other valucs are to be substituted in tcrm_ of
meters, kilograms, and seconds. After carryin_ out the
continually recurring auxiliary calculation
Z600 x I0 -e w_..g
-_ = O. 01252
special formulas are _iv<_n for liq;_ids cteam, dry mnc_ wet
_sez. These formulas arc worked with th_ den:;_ty 7hi
of the tachometer sealing fluid and consignor the fact th:_t
the density of the flowing substance ovsr the _._s!iug fluid
and in the connecting lines may be quite different than un-
der the conditions upstream from the throttlin_ device,
42. See section A VI conc_rninq the mcasurcm,_:_t of the
differential Dressurc P_ - Pa and th_ d_t_r_iue, tion of
the characteristics of the substances. ,
4X. D'hen calculating the diameter of throttling de-
vices _or _ivcn measurement conditions _n_ given di?feren
tial pre_sure, it is simplest to use figures 19 a ad 20 of
Data Sheet 4.
Substitutin_ d a = m D a in th_ dischs_r_c cgu%tions
_O_Ud 1 Uric resv_!t is tn_. f<_r_:r_ic_.Sm_.King some reductions, _' " '
Qm _ =
0.01252 _ D 7 h ' - 7h ..... ......
with Q in ' _',/h'-
D in mm _ )
G
m _ = with
0.01257 _ ¢ D _ /h(7 h__7,)7:
G in !:g/hr
D in =_
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For gases and vapors an estimated value of the exo2_ion
factor ¢ is to be substituted fir_-,t '-nd with this sn a_-
proximate value of m _ is to be calculate_.
With this value of m <_, the _icchnrge coefficient
c_ is read off on the figure already- mentior_ed, and m is
calculated. If _ lies above the toler;_ee limit and no
addition for the pipe roughness is nece_s_r,v, tLe v_!ue is
final. If not, an approximation cnicul'_,_Jon must b_ ma!c.
(See example i.) For incompressible flui?s, ? : D _/}-(-
For _ases and vapors, the exact value for _ i_; fir:;t +o
be taken from figures ?,5 to 28, Data Sh_t 6, end _!:_ n t%_
calculation is repented, as man_._ tim_s as nec_'s_rfi:. !_
this connection, s,,-',_also the ox%mplcs i_: s,'ct:on a VII.
Fi;ure Ii give_'_ the equivalent ratios of _reas m
for nozzles :_nd orifices which have the _',_e differ<_nti:_!
pressure for the same discharge,.
V - THE VALUES AND '?0LERAL-CiS £F
_HE-_ DiSCHARJ+E .........OlE}[TS _r- _ -....
a) For Incompre,_sib!e _'lui_:
44. For stand.zrd models and st,_n_':_rd in_+ailations_
tha discharge coefficie_-_ts and cori_ectionr, ._ith their re-
spective tolerances %re given on Data Sk_<t S. Th<,'ze t._!-
er_',nces refer only to the disch,-'<r_e coefYici.ekts and the
corrections.
45. The discharge coefficients _ f,r the 19S0 German
Standard Nozzle are reproduced on a semiie_arithmic chart
shown in figure IIi as func_i,-_ns of the Reynolds _,n_mber
Re D (to!er;_nce limit) (_ee tab]e !), the di_.charge cce_'fi -
cients are constant. These discharge coefficients are
shown in fi.gure _I, Dr_ta Sheet _, as a funotion of the ratio
of S,I'OZ_ m,
,$6. Above the tolerance !irit, th,-, -_.,i,_,_ of t!<.e ?_i_--
charge coefficients sre valid with the basic tolersnce
/
_s,_e references_ 21 to 84) _lV<::_o.'in fiqure °_d, D_t:_ S,,_:ot__
S: this tolerance in.steadies ,*'rom D.<, to 3..:: <_,r_,e=___ '_,_itn in-
creasin,< va!uos of m. B_low the tolor_.,_c_-: .!i_0it the basic
toler%nce a:_ounts to +!.S percent.
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TABLE I. Liniting Values of ReD
Ratio of areas
m
0.05
.i
.2
.Z
.4
.5
.6
.65
.7
Limiting values of th_ Eeynolds number
Orifice !'Tozz].e
20,000 70 ,000
_0,000 73 , 000
50,000 91, OOO
80,000 ii0,000
125,000 170,000
170,000 190.000
225 ,000 200,000
260 .000 200 ,000
Z ,30,000 --
47. With small ratios of areas m for standard noz-
zles, no noticeable effect of pipe roughnes_ is observed
as long as the pipes are only normally rou-_.h. For m _ O.Z
the roughness becomes evident through _,u increase in the
discharge coefficient. Fi_ure 2Za giv_,(_, a_ a function of
m° the correction factors for service-rough pip,_s of dif-
ferent diameters; figure 2Ze _ives the corresponding addi-
tional tolerances.
48. The discharge coefficients c_ for the ITZC German
Standard Orifice are shown in a ser_ilo_arith,:_ic representa-
tion in figure IV as a function of the Reynolds number Re D
referred to the pipe diameter. The dischar_e coefficients
are practically constant above certain limiting w_lues of
the Reynolds number ReD.IX These discharge coefficients
are shown in fiqure 22 of Data Sheet 5 zts ':_,function of the
ratio of areas n.
49. Above the tolerance limit the discharge coeffi-
cients for the orifice are valid for smooth piDe and for
an absolutely sharp upstream edge of the orifice _ith the
basic tolerance shown in fiqure 24d, Data Sheet 5. For
m < 0._5 _a it amounts to ±0.5 percent, and it incre9ses
steadily to ±0.I percent at m : 0.7. Below the toler-
11The llne connecting the_e limitin_ values for n is
called the tolerance limit. As compared _vith the third
edition, the line is displaced in the direction of higher
Reynolds number for m > O.Z.
ISDifferent from the third edition.
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ante limit, the discharqe coeff.ici_nt:_ _'_:-cv,_lid with _-,
bssic to!ersnc,_ of mi percent.
50. _he pipe roughness c_:_1:_esa gro_,._,er increase in
sta__r_urd ori +'_cethe discharge coefficient c_ -or the .....
than for the stand:_rd nozzle, and here a!',', the effect in-
cre.__oses u,ith increasing ratios of ares,, m, ',';:_i!e;','ith Io_,7
ratios of area th_ effect of the rouqhne_ of service-
rough pipe disappears. (See paragra_h _!_. )
51. The correction factors of th,_ _]isch,-:-'.<o _c,__'_'! -
cient for orifices in service-rough 13ip_ :'r.d t':e ::ddit:.c zs
to the basic tolerance for th_ eff_,ct of rou_hr.es_ _,.r, _
given in figures 2.4__:and 2Ge on Data Sheet _.
52. If the edge sharpness does not conform ab_o!ut_iF
to the requirements given in ",_ara-gral_h 17, i.e,, if ,'._.r,_-
flection of !i_ht from the edge is easil:: .uotic_._able _-ith
i = 10'3 am, further a._ditious rm.s _, be "_r_de fs_- the lack
of sharpness of the edge. _n_._-_ . __iti:,u_: ?r_'. deoe_ent
on the orifice @iamcter d; !,he correc:;icT, f_ctors, for
the lack of ed._e sharpness, rtro t", be tt-,7:c:ilfl'ozt fiq_._.re
2$b, Data Sheet 5.
52. Since the '._harpness of the ed-;,? c_,nnot bc _efin>d.
accur_,tely, tho increased dischc_rqc coo":'icieuts ._ro vnl].d
with o tolerance concistinq of the basic tz!erance a;_d _.n
a._dition tl:ereto; this additio:_ is -o be take:: from fig_r_
24f, Dat:z She.t 5.
5_. In general, lac]: of :_.&,.ornnet's of the edge :_.n8
roulhness of the pipe arc, to be conzidcr_d simultaueousl_;.
In this case both correction factors, %_ determined from
figures 2@a and 2_ib, are to be a oplied to the dischar._e
coefficient and the total toler,,,nce of th,_ ,_,i,seharqe coef-
fi ci ent c, . _ e ......, .-%ncording to t,_ I_'_, fo _ com'.:inin;1 error _, i_
equal to the sque. re root of the ,sum of th( _:._,u_res cf the
toleranc,_s for t_._ _ ' _ _.,_0_,_ _.i ' r th," pi-oe
rou,_hness; see examples, section V:<i.15
For ,mu_uring -.]..'._',."ith _he stt;udard cz'.:',."'_.,__ . ,, "'ith D =
i00 am, m = 0.ZS, Re D = ,_,_',3,00, in ,'o_'.m,,rci._ll,v, rcu._;h
pipe and _7ith the orifice ed_- z_ot abqo ........_:i_.._o-p.
(Continued on p. 17)
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_5. If, in addition t.o the effects of pipe re'_.ghne-:_
and of lack of edge sharpness, there i_ also an effect
from the viscosity of the flowing mer_ium, the r_orrecticn_
for the different effects are to be attached separately_
The tolerance for the corrected discharge coefficient i_
determined by means of the law for the combinln_ of orror_.
(See para4raph 6.)
b) For Gases and Vapors
56. For the 19_0 Standard i_ozzle, the oxpr_nsion f_c-
tot ¢ is to be taken from figures 25 and 26 of D_t_ Sh: t
6 for low differential pressures and from figures ]7 :_nd 28
for high differential pressures, for _ = 1.31 and _ =
1.4,14 respectively. Fiwure V <Ires the expansion factor
for any value of _ as _ function of (Pa/?l) I/_ up to
the critical pressure.
57. The calculated expsnsion factor for the sta_:dard
nozzle for m _ 0.4 zhows absolute a<rcemont with experi-
(Continued from p. 16)
1. The vrlue of the dischs_r4e coef-_icicnt (_
a. 3asic value (fi_. 22) ........... 0.646
b. Correction factor for rou_:hnes_ (fi_. 24:_) i._07
c. Correction factor for lack of edge sharg-
hess (fi_. 2_b) .......... 1,007
d. Correction for the effect of vi_cosity
(fi_. 2,c) .............. I. r_08
The corrected value of _ is a • b • o • d = 0.660
2 The valu_ of the expansion factor for " P_ - P2
pl
0.15 (assumed) (fi_. 26, Data Sheet 6) .... 0.95
_. Tolerance for _
e. Basic tol_:,rance for _ from _,[9 bolo_ %he _
t_] erance limit ...... ..... _I.0_
f. Additional tolerance because of rou_hnc_s
(fi_ 24e) ±,-_._
g. Additional tolerance for lack ef ed'_e
sharpness (fi_. 2,_f) • .... . , . . ±0,6%
 olGrancefor , (ta ZL .....
V/ .ca + fm + _a + h a = ..... m!.6 %
l_Different from the third edition, to a;rioe with u,_U::l
practice: the value of ( is practic_lly not affected.
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mental v._lues. (See reference .....) The tr_,ts were con-
ducted with suoerhGated steam uD to the, c_itic_l pressure
ratio, in a range of the Reynolds number obeys the toler-
ance limit, and consequently without a zimultr_neous effect
of viscosity. The same was found Is for air ('Tith tke 1012
standard nozzle) at a pre,_sure ratio of P_/PI = 0.9.
Therefore it may be expected that the cxo_r_sion factor
m_y be calculated with the theoretical equetions for ether
e_ases and _,_nrheated steam with the sen _ o_ different
However, a tolerance for ¢, ;iven in tr-ble if, is feces:-
mended for the gases sad vapors that have not been ts_ted.
For superheated stezm and air the _x_o-__ 's-_n_ factor _ _...._
<I
applied without talorr_nce, as long as m _ ?.4 and.
PI - Pa < 0.2 and "_s lon_, n,s the ReynoiSn ::umber _ s aboTc
PI =
the toler:_nc_ limit. Table II <ires a ,su!_,r'sr?_of t'.,letol-
err_,_ce s.
TABLE iI Tnler,'_nces o,_" the _.:_, n o< ctor ¢ for
St:tndard Nozzles :_n4 8t_:-d<r/! 0rifice,_
........................................................................................................
Pressure 0rific_z !_r _1 's
ratio ...................................................................................
_r,r For $ u e,,:,r!" ee.t e <i c t ,e:<m Cth_r
PI - _ ................................"a m _< 0.4_m _ _.[-_i-' ":- r; 6 ._:",d
\_or- ",)or- - iPz - i i, ":_ "o r
cent cent percent[i)<,rccnt_:p, _cent percent
q ................. -t- ............... [ ........... + ................. _............
0 to 0.01| 0 " _ 0 A !', !1 !"
o Ol ,, _, c_2! =o'4 =:<'_. II it , _ _ I!
............ o < 0 i¢ ' ' _ "
o.o2 ,, O.l =o,,_ =:L. _, ;" ' I', " i; " ti _z
o.l ,, 0.2 ! =0 !; li
over 0.2 I =2_ ±2 ml ! _2 ', _2 ±2
.................J.................. I I l -
58. The ex])qnsion factors far the 19F::_ _:ta:%dr_,rd ori-
fice ms detcrmin:d b,v tests are -iso shown iu fi<uz'e,s 25 to
28. .The,v are v::_lid '._ith the tolor:_nces sho'.:n in table ii,
an long as the Reynold_ number is above thn tclerr_nco iir_it.
59, The tolerancns for orifices are introduces princi-
pally because of the s til]. unexplained jumps found fn the
tests with steam. (See reference 2Z.)
60. The tolerances for ¢ are to be combi:ind u'ith tl_e
tolerances for the discharge coefficient b_- me,%ns of th_
law for combining errors.
q_ ................................................................................................
UnDublished tests of H. [:ueller and H. Peters (Gottin_en,,
with air.
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VI - DETER_I_II_G THE METERI}TG _,_AGNITUDES A_TD
THE MATERIAL VALUES
a) Differential Pressure
61. Differential pressure meters, with the exception
of the two-legged U-tube, _ust be calibrated. They must
be so designed that the unavoidable error of the device
and the error of readin_ are within the limits corre_oui-
In_ to the desired test accuracy at the lowest differen-
tial pressure to be measured. Because of the quadratic
relation between differential pressure and di_char_e, _mall
errors in the differential prezsure enter into a dizchar_c
measurement at approximately half rate.
With U-tubes the vertical distance between the levels
(displacement) of the sealing fluid is to be determined,
If h is the disolacemcnt of the qes!iu_
fluid (m)
7 h' densit_ of the sealing fluid (kg/m 3)
7t density of the material over the
sealin_ fluid and in the lines
to the prezsure taps
th,_n the _ifferentlal pressure PI-P_ = h(_h'-V') (kg/m_)"
The value of h in millimeters ma_,r be sub_tituted for h
in meters if 7h t and Vt are used in kilograms oer
liter instead of kilograms p_r cubic meter.
_2. If the lines to the ores.-,ure taps are filled with
gas at low ;_re_sure ?' = O. For _Tater and m_rcury as
sealing fluids and for mercury as a _ea].inz fluid, if w2,-
ter is over it in the l_nes to the ore_,_:ure tans _h _ _
and (?h ! - _) in kg/liter (h in ram!) may be tak(_n fro_
table 2 of Data She_'t Z.
6_. The connecting line_ m_st b_ absolutely ti_ht sn_d
be filled with the same _ledium over their w holelen,_th:_ up
to the pressure taps. In measuring <a._es accordi_i_ly,
care must be taken that no condensin_ liquids, ._uch as __,tcr
from the moisture of the _as, collect over the se_ling flui,i:
if the_ do collec%, they must be measur<d and tak_n into con-
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sideration. In measuring liquids, no bu!bles of air or ;_as
should be above the sealing fluid. In _uen._urin_ vapors
which mi._ht condense in the inlet lines, both lines must
be filled up to the same level _ith the condensate. For
this reason, the lines must be blown out with the wiper,
with the shut-off valves of the differ ntirl oressure roo-
ter closed during the blo_ving-out. The: va_cr _:-il! then
condense in the lines through coolin@. Fcr mere letc_il_d
information, see part O, section V.
b) Density
64. The density of the f!owin_ medina mu_._tbe Jetc'z-
mined with the same care as the differentisl press_re. A_
_ _ ,. iq _,C, --'%with the di_eerential pressure, th _ error enters i = t "_'
result at only half rate.
65. The density Yi of the =lo',vin_ medium is usual]._
kno_vn for base conditions through _easurem_:,nt or c_<,.Icula-
tion based on e_ chemic'_l analysis. Con_e_:u_ontl.v, with in-
compressible fluids, a measureToent of t_:m<or_'_ture i :_,suf-
fifient; with compressible fluids, the or_ssure and tem-
perature u_stroam_ from the throttl__i_o_,_ device mu_t_ be me_'_s-_
ured in order to calculate 71 with the he!n of the equa-
tion of state. (Semi D ot_ She_'t Z.) _he _re:s-<re for thi
• 'f,"_,, of the di_fercnti:-zlpurpose is to he measured in the ...._ ..... e
pressure tap upstream from the throttlin._ device. This
requirement need not be observed with smn!l v:_!ues of m
and with small ratios of differential prcr_urc to mo[is"._rc-
moat pressure. The measurement tenper_._ -,c.... to be t_.ken
as closely as possible to the throttling device, ho_-ever,
c_re should be taken that the flow is not disturbed throu_]h
the installation of the thermo_:eter. 16 _rbie _ of Data
Sheet ? -_;ivos the density _n for cemr_rci::!ly important
=_ses at two diff_rcnt "standard conditions'' 23 ° C I
k_/m _ :_nd 0 ° C, 760 mm of H_.
16 A .. ,ccordin_ to unnubli_hed to_ts of _. Uitte, T_,_dzi_sh_',fen
with st_ "_ _uro eat th_rmo._eter ":_I ] .... catsi_e di-
ameter s __ 0.Ca. D _t n. distance of i ._ D u:,,:tz'e'_m from
the throttling device h:.s no e_#_ct on ,,', even _o .... e
hi_hest w_lues of m. On the contrary, r well with s =
O.iZ D r.t the s.:_e distance of 12 D re'A'ac_ the v;:.lues of
c_ as follows'. _.ith. nozzles, m _ 0.,,_5, 0 l_ercent, ',',ith
nozzles, m .... . 6, i o rcent, w_t _ orifices, m : ._,
percent, with or____ices, m : 0 7 1 5 perc_ut 3on_enu<_nt-
iy, the best !ocntion is downstream frc_: th_ _ throttling de-
vice, since the installation disturb'-_nce w,:u!d be less. The
Joule-Thomson effect may usually be ne;_Iccted in practice.
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66. At high precsure, especially ne,_r the _iturotion
llne, the deviations from the ide_l g_s law _re not to be
disregarded. In the formula they zre to be consider_od
with the aid of the "compressibility factor" !<. K i_
the ratio of the density calcUlate i from 7n by the l_ws
for ideal <ases to the true density. The v'_lu_c of E,
I: i "Ifor ex:_mple, _re procured from the Lendelt-Bernste . ph_si-
cochemical tables, but more easily from figures of the
sort ef those on Data Sheet 9, referred to 1 absolute at-
mo_._phe re .17
With vapors, particularly steam, _I is to bn det v-
mined from steam charts or tables.
With gas mixtures of not accurately known eompocition,
the density may be determined with the Bunsen-Schilling
device le or with a density recorder; it is to be recalcu-
lated to the measurement conditions.
67. If the density of the flowing fluid varies ever aL
period of measurement, it must be ascertained at short in-
terw_ls of time and the discharge mu_t be determined cur-
rently with the ascertained values.
68, The density 71 of most _ases, i._., r_ixed _"ith
superheated water vapor, is to be calculated with e_uation
(9) of Data Sheet _. The theoretical derivation is <iron
in part B, paragraphs 87 to 90.
Figure 18 of Data Sheet 3 shows th_'_ _;rrors th:_t result
if the moisture of a saturated _as is neglected in calcu-
latln_ ?i with a pressure of 1 absolute atmosphere in
the line. The_ are sm_.ll at low temperatures as ",:'ell a_
for _as mixtures with 7n near 0.7 to ).9; (0.727 i_ the
ideal normal density of :_ater vapor at 1 _bsolute atmos-
phere :_.nd 20 ° C, calculated by the ideal gas law from the
density and the saturation pressure at 20 c C]. They become
smaller _Ith increasing absolute pressure Pl.
l_Witte presents a collection of the compressibility devi-
ations far the zest i.uportant g_sbs _nd vapors in Eucken-
Jakob'z "Chenie-Inqenieur," vol. II:, ?., D. 16 ff.
lethe correct procedure and valuation of the tests with
this device require _r'eat care; see Eretzachmer, Forzchun_,
vol. _, 19_2, p. 150. V[unsch and H(_rniu_, "3estim_ung dcr
Gas!ichte nach dem Ausstromverfahren" (De t_rmlnation _ of Gas
Density by the: Efflux Method), Gas- u. _asserfach, vol.
79, 19_6, p. 177.
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69. Formulas (i0) to (12) of Data Sheet S chow tile
calculation of the measured discharged volume Q to dry
volume and standard conditions. For dry _s, the formula
is
PI Tn 1 (TT)Qn = Q Pn TI K -_
in which K is the factor for the dcvi_ttion from the ide_l
gas law; see Data Sheet 9. For gas mixtures _vitb water w_-
per, the water-vapor content is to be re_7ov_d f_rst in or-
der to obtain the dry portion of the gas:
_t r PI
,With Qtr calculated to standard conditions by o_'_-_._
tion (II), and Q substituted from equation (2), Dcta
Sheet S, and 71 substituted from equation (9)_ D,_,ta Shoot
Z, equation (ll) is obtained. For detail_ of the effect of
the moisture of gases, see para<raph_ _r to 90.
The approximate equation (12) is e:_si<r than e_iuaticn
(ii); it is derived from equation (II) i_7 such a w_.y th_%t
only the dry _a_, is used in ca!culatin_I '{l; an error
half as _reat as in figure 18, D:_ta Sh_-_t Z, i_ made there-
by.
c) Viscosity and the Reynolds number
7 _.,. The viscosity of fluids is cons_d<r:_bl_. . do_ondent_
on temperature, _ouL on the contr_r/, only slightly deoend-
ent on pressure. The d_:namic viscosity of _:ases i_ inde-
pendent of pressure only in_:ofar as ?he _as_'_ conform to
the ideal gas law.
The dynamic viscosities at the satur:,tiou line for am-
monia, carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide, _ud for liou_ -
fied _ases and water are _iven in table i, D'_ta Shect 7.
Further, figure VI in the text ;_ives the dynamic viscosi-
ties of the more-frequently encountered da_<_z, figure VII
that of water up to 160 °, _nd fiq<_re VIII tho_o of _te_n
from the values which at present may b_ con_id,_rcd as most
probabl_ correct: s_e also section 77.
71. The viscosity of =las mixtures d_" not fo!!o:_" the
simple rule of mixtures, particularly not _vh_n th_ water-
vaoor content is hiNh. Approximate cq_ ,+.ior.'._have be_n do-
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veloped. _
(reference 26) is:
A formula sufficient for most technical ga,se_
i00 Pm
_mixture =
0s + CO + CH4 + Ns + 2(COs+CmHn) + 7 H_
in which
(Iv)
Umixture is the kinematic viscosity of the r.ixture
(cm /sec) .
the average kinematic viscosity of N a, 0_74,
CO, and 0 a with the value 0.1528 (at 20 °
0 s, CO, etc. are the constituents of the _as in _ercent
by volume.
72. The Reynollis number is a criterion b.v which the
flowinE condition of an incompre_slble fluid is ch_,ract,_r-
ized clearly. Further explanations are _iv,en in part B,
section Ii.
The Reynolds number is uzed in this ctr,ndnrd i.u the
form :
_e- - w D
_ D
in which
w is the velocity in the pipe line (m/_cc)_
D diameter of the pipe (m)
kinematic viscosity
Accordingly, it is referred to the pipe _iameter. Often
it is referred to the diameter of the throttling device;
then it is given the symbol Re D .
7_. Data Sheet 7 _ives formulas <_nd :_ nomo_rnphic
ch_,rt for th_ easy determinntion of the Reynolds number
Re D . T_blo 4 gives the dynamic viscosities _ _nd their
chan_es with temperature for the technically important
19
See 1,[,_nn, Gas- und Wasserfach, 19_0, p. 570, nn_ refer-
ence 26.
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gases, The nomo<raphic chart of figure 29 gives T_ for
steam, and u for water and some other _!uidn. For _-_sec__
the calculating value _' g_]=-- is used _s ordinate; this7n
value, because of its independence of pre'._ure, m?,_ be
shown as a function of the tempernture _u,_ iz easy to u._e
when the gas dischar<e is referred to nor:'_:,l conditions;
it has no physical significance.
VII - PER_£ANENT PRESSURE LOSS
• . 7 ays le_ t_ ....74 The permanent pressure lo_s in _.,', .._-_
the differential.... pressure Fi%ure IX skov_s t "_n_.,calculat _
pressure loss for the standard nozzle and for the standard
orifice as a function of the ratio of are&s m e.nd ex-
pressed in percent of the 8ifferential -orez'_ur_ .. The v zl-
ues of the figure o.rc indicative only; so f'_r _s tents are
available, the2.r confirm these vslues for m _ D.&. For
large values of m they no lon_]er wholly n_ree, bec_us< _
the impact was not consider_d Con?.eaueut ....
should at no time be derived from the_,_e d_ts for the case
when the do_.vnstream presn_are is taken aft<r the pre_._re
• _ r _ F o rrecovery - at least 6D below the throt_ ....i d.evice.
computing the press_re loss of erifice_, t_'_ Fau._t rule
applies - that is, exnresned in percent_c, :_z (i - m) • i00.
75. Fi@ure I0 _hows that the nre,_ure lo:_es of the
standard nozzle and the ztandard orific_ _r<, practically
equal if the ratio of orifices is so chc'_<n that in both
cases the same differential _rc_s_re cn_rer_onds to the
same discharge.
B. THEORETICAL PRIUC!PL_S
i - BASIC E_UATI0h_S FOR IN O0},:PRESS!}LE ?LUIDS
76. The symbols to be used iu the fo!lo_:,in_ n,re:
F cross-sectional area in m a
,,v aver.ge velocit_ in n/see
P absolute F_ressure in k_/.u _
7 density in k</m _
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g gravits.tional acceleration in m/_ec _
Q volume rate of flow in m3/sec
G weight of flow in kg/sec
Ideal pipe flow will be assumed as a beginning. The
Bernoulli equation supplies a relation b_twe_n the pres-
sure and the velocity at two cross-sectional areas. Theze
must be so chosen that the lines of flow are parallel and
the pressure accordingly constant over the whole _re_.
Consideration of the picture of the flow in connecti(n
with the course of the pressure will show that this ass_ap-
tion is fulfilled in the pipe crosz-sectional area I u>-
stream and in thB jet cro_s-sectional area II down_tre_m
from the throttling device. (See fig. XI.)
For these two areas the Bernoulli principle supplies
the equation
for incompressible fluids; it may also be uzed for approx-
imate calculations of _ases _nd w_pors when the ch_ngos in
pressure are small. A further foliation supplies the con-
tinuity equation:
FI wI = Fs ws t (VI)
The unknown cross-sectional area F a _liffers from
the opening of the throttlinc device according, to _he shade
of the throat (i.e., the sharpness or roundness of the edge
k in figure XI). The contraction f.%ctor _ is introduced,
accordingly; then F s = _ F o. Using the r_tio of arenas
m = .mo/F _ , we h_Lve from equation VI:
W I = W21 _ m (Vll)
From _V) and (VII), we have a velocity w s '
area F2 :
in the
- ') (VIII)
Wa , = i (Pt ' P_
J1 - _s m s
77. In practical measurement the mere e_sily obtaina-
ble orezsures P and _ are used instead of the pros-
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sures P_' and P2r. Further devia±ion_ err bro_;_ht abe _
by the effects of friction and vi_co_it_ _ccurrin_ ,indcr
._ctual flowing ccnditions r,md _7tlch _rc ez_.re_:;ed b.7 :z ve-
locity distribution <reatly different from th,_ _doo.i in
the u_stream flo_:, a° _y introducinq a _-_ctor { = ...._--,
we collect these and the deviations due to the change in
the nositions of thc pressure taps, _nd ::e obtain the vol-
ume rate of flow:
g_.c, , . %
k-_ __ Fo _ r-- o............ ,=_,. - ,-s) iL.<Q = I_ F o w_ __-_'-'_ ,
_/i - I_ m"
78. it is easy to see that the chc_n:;e of the unstream
flow profile produced by surface friction and vis<;o[_it,v
also changes the contrzction factor, l_or ext_mT_le, the c_,u-
traction is reduced by oointinz the -orofi!e. ]onsequ[nti_"
_nd b are practic_l!.v nou_e_urable. Therefore, the
t_vo factors are collected to:_ether _ith the f:-,ctor thot
considers the finite u._stream ve!ocit,v :,_ _or.u the dis-
ch_r%e coefficient :
dl - _a m _
(3.v including
I
ur]] _ i_ _ m _-
r_ for b = ! 'vr_.d lq,r<e va].-
ue_ of m
no_zI.e_. )
n_%,_,become _reater than 1.0, ,":. i_4 the ease '.-ith
The eouationq. . for the di_ch_.r_e_ in ....:uq __ form are:
/2_q = _. r o -#- (m_ - _=)
"0 %/ 1 2
(]_;/<J ,r"
in which G = Q Y is the wei<ht of floe.
e°}Lorc accurate investigations _,-i!l be fo_,:_,_ in Kretzs,-h -
1!
mer's _'Strom_nqsform und Durchflu_szahl :_.c:r _[eosd_rossTl.u"
_orm Y!o'.- mud Di_ch,_,r_o Coefffcient_ of ",_etering
Thrott_.,_'n• ), Formc.h_z:-_-_sheft .81, _.__, 7 v :. - . . %,
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- _U_B_RI I REYNOLDS '" TM
79. The Reynolds similarity law allows the meter in<
results obtained with a definite material :_ud throttlin_
device to be carried over to Other measur<,_'_.<nts of materi-
als of different viscosity and density as ",ell as to gee-
metrically similar throttling devic@s as long os oth(_r
characteristics of the material (comprecsibility, surf_oocc
tension, heat conductivity) ma._ be _,isre_ardcd. If both
qeometrical and mechanical similarity prev_i! bct_-.:_?n t,o
flow processes, the same discharge coefficient a_?pl_:s.
Mechanical similarity is shown when the rstio of the
forces of inertia to the forces of viscosity is the s_,_me
in the c_uses under comoarison.
Then
Vx Lx Wx V L w L w
...... = Re XITI
In thi s
L (m) are the characteristic !en_ths of
the arrangement under com_rison
w (m/see the velocities
(kg sec/m a) the dynamic viscosities
-- sec ) the kinematic viscosities
_O. The Reynolds number Re, _.ccordin?. to its defi-
nition, is the ratio between two force_ and is conseeuent-
l_r a pure number. Any flow _ituation of any incompre_si-
ble florid iz definitel_r characterizcd by this numb<r, hy
a small Reynolds number is meant one in which the forcez
of viscosity are large in contrast to the forces of iner-
tia; a large ReTnolds i_umber is the opposite.
Research is consequently .:<re%tly ,,_imo!ified b_," th_
",ice of the similarity law becsuse it is. enough to chan;_e
any value contained in the R_ynold_ n_._mber, _,uch as the
velocity, in order to obtain at the same time the effect
of the other values contained in Re. The Reynold_ number,
therefore, serves as the abscissa for p!ottinq the disch?r_e
coefficient as Ions as the density and the9 visco_Jity are tl_e
only effective characteristics of the fluid.
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81. At sufficiently high values of the Reynold_ number
the discho.rge coefficients of the ,_tandard nozzles _.nd .(:tand-
ard orifices become constant, i.e., indeocndent of the vs-
locity, viscosity, and density of the flowing substa1_ce.
Hence it is important to know the Raynold_ numbers ::t which
the independence stops and at which, con,:._e,u,uently, the .ii,_:-
charge coefficients become variable, whether as a result of
a reduction in the velocity or in the diameter or of sn in-
crease in the viscosity, These Reynolds >umb_r_ are char-
acterized in the Standard_ as "tolerance limit:_."
82. The validity of the Reynolds similarity law h_o
been demonstrated by tests for discharge measurements with
nozzles and orifices when geometrical similarity is ob-
served strictly. Included with geometric&l similarity ere
the similarity of the installmtion, of the pre_sure tape,
and of the condition of the surface of the pipe and the
throttling device.
llI- BASIC EQUATIO[[S F0R GAS_..,,_A'_D VAPCR_
8._. ,With _ase._ snd vapors the chnng? in density should,
in _eneral, not be neglected when the iiffere_ti2l pressure
is high and When high accuracy is _.emaaded. if _ change of
stmte according to the adiabatic l_.w
is assumed in the eontrnetion, the genernl energy equmtion(V) may be integrated, and with the help of the continui-
ty equmtion for compressible fluids
(xiv'
the velocity in the vena contract-_ is obtained: _
/,_. m.<¢:7''
z-- _- ........... : _ _ (i_ j
_'_ _ - i i- "_" .k 3
(xv)
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The contraction factor is designated _ to di_tin;ui_h
it from the factor for incompressible fluids° sinco it i:v
dependent on the pressure ratio Pa/PI for throttling &e-
vices with considerable contraction, particularly for or-
ifices. This dependence results from the fast that an ex-
pansion is also possible in a lateral dircc.lon because
the jet is not guided laterally. If the equation for the
weight of _low •
/
G
is expanded with
d ..i - _ m , _ and - Pa
there is obtained an equation _imilar in form to (XII):
(xvzl)
where, in
_ I - __
a /Pa .• _'77
- k TJ d -
- _-+-._-l
',77) - "77" I
xvzil)
the tot:-_.l effect of the compressibility is included.
this formula
In
(See. !:,ara4r:_-ohs ?6 to ?S..)
In the same way the volume rate of ±'low referred to condi-
tions upstream fret: the r:et,erin_ location i-3 found to be
f--- .....................
/
Q = ,_ ¢ F o /
2g
8._. Thc,,_e developed equations apr>l:f only as long _,s
the velocity of sound is not reached.
85. For nozzles with a contraction factor _ z _< z I
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the radin, l expansion may in gener_! be n,_71_ct_d, _o th:tt
_-_ -- 1. The good agreement of the disch:irge c_,lcul_,tcd
c_
from equation (XVIi), nc_electing the r._4!_,l ¢n_)nn_ion
with that obtained experimentally, shows _hct the e_-.pan-
sion correction ¢ calculated _bove is w_lid for nozzles.
88. When the contraction is consider, hie, !_rticul-tr -
ly with orifices, the effect of laternl exp_'uzicn on the>
contraction factor may be brought out b_ an ad_ition_,l e'_-
pression (see references l, 2, 14, and _), but oul_" _ith
simplifying assumptions. In this case. therefore, it iz
better from the practical standpoint to substitute the o_-
pirically determined expansion factor £ in equatio_L_
(xvII) and (XlX>.
IV - EFFECT OF _[0ISTURE I_? GASES
87. The density _? of a moist gn,_ i__ equ_l to the
sum of the densit[_ of i_s constituents in the form of dry
gas Ytr and of water v_por 7D" It should be considnre4
that these constituents are under only o_rtial pressure,s
correspondin_ to their proportions! vol'u:_s. These pro~
portion_l volumes _re usu_.lly net _iven, "ut ,_enerally
only the relative humidity _ of the g_ _ixture i_ kno',_n;
this is defined as the ratio of the wei _
_.Io Of v_;oor _ctu-
all? contained in a unit volume to the woi_ht of vapor
that would be contained in the saturate_i _ at the seme
temperature.
8_. The method of calcul_tin_ the densit,v of the gas
mixture is as follows: The density 7D of the saturzted
water vapor at the measurement temi gernt_re i_ taken from
a steam table and m_Itiolied_ b.v the tel%rive huz_i,di_v_ o2 .
If the density 7 n of the dr? _cs at standard conditions
is given, this is to be converted _vith the hn!p of the te_-
p_r:_ture :_nd the ratio of _he standard pressure to the p_r-
ti_l pressure at measurement conditions The oarti:tl ores
sure is equal to the total pressure miuu_ the partial pros
sure of the water wtnor. The latter m a ,_ be t_ken from a
steam table as _ function of the saturation te_n_ornture
and is q0 PD"
Then
7f = 7tr + $ (xg/z3) Ixx)
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89. In converting the _as n_ix%ure to another s_t of
conditions, the water vapor may generally be treat,:_d E_s cn
ideal Was as long as it remains superheat,:d; s_e table '_,
Data Sheet 7, 0nly near the setur_ted _ondit_on does th,_
water vapor cease to act e.s an ideal g_ts; when high _cc-_-
racy is reouiredo it is recommended, accordin_:ly, thr_t the
~
conversion be undertaken on the basis of th_ hnowu _team
tables.
90. In converting a measured volume of 4as to _t_nd-
ard conditions, it should be borne in _ind th:_t the ',L'nt'_'_"
vapor would be almost completely precipit_ted in th_ li_%_id
form. Usually the stand_rd volume of a n;nist was i_ so 4e-
fined that only the dry p,%rt of the g_s T_ixture i_ convert-
ed to standard conditions. In order to pcrfcrr thic con-
version, the dry part of the measured _,%s mixture 7must b;_
calculated. However, the true den_ity of the mixture i_
always to be substituted in the equation_ for discharge
measurement, since this true &ensity iz a factor of the
measurement. With saturated gas at approxi_n_tcPly atmos-
pheric pressure, the density correction for the moisture
content m_ay be taken directly from fi_u_-e 18, Data She,_t _.
C. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORLiATIOI_ ON Y[{Z ST_A;DA[qDS
I EFFECT OF DIFFEREN_zS FROk THE STAI_DAIID ,._S_A_ATi0!_
(See also section A ill)
91. With nonstandard pre_:sure taps the discharge coef-
_v. Fi-_ures XII an(lflcients of section A V no longer ,,.-.,_,,.,_
XIII show the changes of the static pressure at the pipe
wall, with a diameter of the present, re ts,p equal to O.OID,
as functions of the distance from the faces of the nozzle
or orifice. The ording_te is the diffor_nc_ betn-r>,:'n th_
static pressure measured at the pipe wall for the _iven
di._tance and that at the face_, for _tandard pressure tap'_,
expressed in percent of the differential pree_turo.
92. Because of the quadrstic relation between differ-:
ential pressure and dlschsr_e, the deviations of the dis-
ch_rge coefficient are only half as gre_,_t as the devia-
tions <iven in figures XII and xI_I For the special case
of equal sp_ocin_ of the pressure t_,ps upstream and down-
stream from the throttling device, the correction factors
are _iven in figures _',iand 32, D_:_ta Shoes S; to tpoke ac-
count of this effect, multiply the discharge coefficient
by the correction factor.
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9S. Nonstandard taps as in sections ?i snd 92 reduce
the metering accuracy. The followin_ a4dition:'l toler-
ances are to be added to the other v olerances <_iven on
Data Sheet 5.
mO.5 oercent for m tj__
0._ for
_< 0.5 for orifices
Zl.O percent for higher values of m
94. With nonstandard installation_, i.e., if th_ r_-
quirements prescribed in section A i!I _r<_ not fu!fillcd,
the error in moaE_urement increases. The frincipal reasons
are :
I. 7Tonci rcular _ipe.
_Tonacc_.rately centered inst_!!otion of the
t!_rott!ing device or th_ _ _'-_-....',t
rZ • Diameter of the upstre_s,m monntin_ rin] sr_o!].er
than that of the hide.
Conic_:_l exoansion of *_
"o .q
rolled-on flanGeo.
• Difference between the nomin_l di_,metcr of the
Floe used in the cn!cul_tior and the actu:_i
dia._et er.
95. For considerin_ some of these _'._rences, the
following essonti!i_,.l data concerni_'%g th,)ir _ffect on the
discharge coefficient are _iven, insof'_r a.s roliable te._'_t
results are ,nvai!_ble.
a) Di_m,nter of the Mounting; Riu<
Smaller than the Pi_o Diameter
Pi%ure XIV shows the installation; fi<_res XV and XVi
_ive the correction factors for the diseh_r<e coeffici,,_ts
of 2_ozzies and ori_ices,-, as functions, of .-_.ra.tio of nr_'_s
m _ This is referred to tl_e .o.rea of the _ounting rin%
instead of, as usual, to the are:_ of t_.:n _ipe. This sort
_y ...............................................................................................
For nozzles according to V,itte, Forschun,_ _ lw,_ .o
205 and un_u%].!shed tests of G Ruooel _rlin ,(to aooear
in Forschun_ 6, no. 5, 19Z5_. For orifice_ according to
Ruppel and Jordan, Forschun_ 2, !9Z!, p. 207, and %retz_-
II
chmer and ,_alzho!z, Forschun_ 5, !9z$, n. ?8, and V,itte,
_e_iete IngenieureTesen _ Ir'Za _). <_
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of plotting is chosen since in practice often -the di_.,meter
of the mounting rin_ D I is known and the true !',Ipie' diam-
eter D can only be estimated, Meterin< errors ar_ _, due,
on the one hand, to the hydrodynamic disturbance produced
by the upstream edge of the mounting ri'ng _.nd, on. the oth_r
hand, to the incorrect calculation of the upstream veloc-
ity which_ is referred to the diameter D' inste_.d of to D.
Since the two effects enter the result with different si:;ns0
the correction factors for _ are sometimes li:_r_er _ud
sometimes smaller than 1.
b) Gaskets Cut too Small
Figure XV!I shows the installation, and figures XVIII
and XIX show the correction factors for _, %vhich, how-
ever, can _ive only an approximate idea of the order of
malnitude of the resultant errors. Of course, it is u l-
ways imperative to be certain and to take care that the
gasket does not project; see the precautions in pmri_graph
25,
c) Disturbances Due to Expa, nding Pi_'ces and
Riw_.ted Flanges with Standard Orifices
Fi_,ure ,q4, Data Sheet 8, <ires the order of ma,_uitu_e
of the error to be expected with some inst._,,llations_ _ com-
pared with the standard installation.:
II THROTTLI:_G DEVICES AT _'_- T_ INLET A?,,TDOUTLET OF PIPES
96. For the case when the ._,aterial to be measured
flo, ws out of or into a space filled with the same materi_l,
say _.ir, measurements with the standard orifice and the
standard nozzle at the inlet and outlet of s, pipe lir, e -,_re
applicable. (See reference lO, ) The differenti_l pressure
here is the difference between the pressure in the fre_
space (usually atmospheric pressure) ,and the pressure at a
standard pressure tap inside the pipe. The pressure taken
in the pipe is the "negative pressure" when measuring at
the inlet of a pipe, and the "positive pressure" wh_n meas-
uring at the outlet of a pipe.
If ._nother material is in the space upstre_m or do_vn-
stream from the throttling device and if at least one of
the materials is a liquid, the surface tension h_,.q-_n ef-
fect which has not yet been completely investig._ted. (See
aSAccording to tests of Rnppel and Jordan, Forsc.hun_ ,o
1931, p. 207, and R. Witte, Forsehung 5, 19,_4, p. 205.
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reference i0.) For this reason the stand_rd-nOzzle, p,'_r-
ticularly, is uns_1itable for dis:cha, rging liqui_.s into air
or Cas-filled spaces, i
97. When measurln_ at the inlet of _ _ipe, the diam-
eter of the front surface of the threttlin:'_ _levlce should
be at least 1.5 times the diameter of the opening; also,
it should be smooth and free of holding arrangements,
screws, and the like. When measuring _._t the inlet of a
pipe, there should be no objects, walls, etc. _hat z i_ht
disturb the entering flow within a distance of at l(_est
20 d from the throttling device, and at le,_st l0 d l_ttet'-
ally from the axis of the throttling device.
When measuring at the outlet of a pipe, these dis-
tances may be reduced one-half.
98. At the inlet, the discharge coefficient above the
tolerance limit, which lles for both at Re D = 55,000, he.s
a value of
_e = 0,99 for the standard nozzle,
_e = 0.60 for the standard orifice.
99. The basic tolerance of the discharge coefficients
above the tolerance limit is
• I percent for the standard nozzle,
±i.5 perc(_nt for the standard orifice.
Lack of sharpness of the edge is to be considered, if nec-
essary, through the additional tolerance of Data Sheet 5.
I00. At the outlet, the tolert_nce limits of table !
(see paragraph 45) _.pply. The discharge coefficients _bovo
these lizlts for the corresponding ratios of e rea m '_.re:
. For standard orifices, equal to those of fi4ure
" 72, Data Sheet 5,
For Standard nozzle¢, _'_s _iven in figure 21,
Data Sheet 5, but reduced by 0.5 percent.
i01. The basic tolerance for the diach_rge coeffi-
cients _bove the tolerance limits s.rc:
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+I percent for the stand_Lrd nczzle,
±1.5 percent for the standard orifice.
Pipe roughness and lack of edge sharoness_ .r__ to be con-
sidered, if necessary, in accordance with D_ta Shoot 5.
102. Below the tolerance limit there ore no reli_ble
values for nozzles and orifices located st the inlet and
outlet of plpes_ _easurements in this ronge are con_'e-
quently to be conducted only after special tests.
III - THROTTLE DEVICES AT _ATIOS 0F PRESSUREJ
ABOVE THE CRITICAL
!0,_. Measurements at pressure ratios above the criti-
cal may be performed when measuring flo_Ts of gase_ and w_por_
if considerable expansion is permissible in the throttling
device. This may be the case, for in_t_nce, "_'hen _xpand-
ing into a vacuum in acceptance tests of vacuur_ puJ_ps or
in acceptance tests of steam reaction turbine, s. With this
method, it is sufficient to measure the pres=ure _nd tem-
perature of the flowing medium upstream from the th1_ottling
device; measurement of the differential press_re i_ unnec-
e_,sary.
To be sure, the process requires that the initial
pressure must be changed in changing the discharge. For
this reasom and because of the hi@h pressure loss in _eu-
oral, the method is not satisfactory for continuous meai_ure-
mont.
104. The method assumes that the velocit_ of flow in
the voua contracta is equal to the velocit[¢ of sound un-
der the conditions at that point. This is the c_se fcr a
definite "critics.l" pressure ratio (Pe/PI)kr, which de-
ponds on _, _, and m. With the pressure difference in-
cre_sin_, i.e., with the back pressures beconin_ smaller,
the discharge thro_igh the throttling device does not in-
crease, becouse the pressure in the 7eua contracto_ is :_c
lon_er affected by the back pressure P2. Frcm eouations
(XI) ;'_nd (XIII), icav.!n_; out (P_ - P.), _;e h_ve ns a::
equation: for th_ flow
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in which
1..........7- ....7-_................_:C_:7a / _-I /P._ :'_ /?._, _ '
1 - .u _, t2g - (--_ - _--_-_
J l'mab_a(Pa""................../PI )-g7"_ j- _ \?i/ . \p1/ .
*..
(XXII
From part B, section II, equation (XVIIi), it is found that
PT' The value of _ _tainz it_ -,_x_'nmJ2_; = c 1- ............
value :_t the critical ores.sure ratio and then r_:ma.ir._ con-
s te_nt ,
105. With noticeable contraction of the jet in the
throttling; device, one critical pre_,suro ratio is f_irst
reached when b_ becomes equal to unit>_, _c,:use of the
increase of b_ with decreasing, vnlues _:f Pn/Pl. With
the standor,_ orifice, particularly, no critic_l -pro_:suro
rmtio at all seems to be attained, as t¢::tn of Schiller
(see reference 18) have shown," see, also fJ.gu _'__cXX. The
_ _ not _-_uitrbl_" for thisst_._.ndard orifice is oonnequtn,_ly ..
method.
i06, Table III shows, as far as i_ ],:no_':n, the c_'iti-
cal oressure ratios as functions of m and K for well-
rounded nozzles without contraction; thus for _ :: _K = !,
particularly for the stan'da.rd nozzle.
TABLE III. The. Critical Pressure R:-_t_o. _?or t _',__c
Standard l_ozzle _s eo ih;nction of m _:%d
..............................................................................................................
m
..... -:_.............I........7-_ .................._ _ ...._-.........7_:: ....
.......... _ ........................................ .2 ............. _' ............................
1 Zt n x_i _ _ _ _o r, _:_ t • 0 <o8
.......... ................................................... ] ................ I .......................
The equation
11 J
_g/kr ) (XXI Z I )
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using the nomenclature of the Standsrd, applies for
Pa/PI = (Pm/PI)kr' In this c_/W/2_'_ as ,_.dlmcn_ionless
factor, is to be taken from figure XX, and d ix to be
substituted in millimeters, Pl in k_/cm "_ :_c. absolute
pressure, and 71 in k_/m _. In case the product Pl vl
i_ available in tables, as in steam tabl,_s it i_ ._._l__
to write
G = _----_1.2522 ds Pl _
_'_ jp_ v_
(X :_17 )
Since the measured values me_y be ,,_tated veri_ exactly, tran-
sition to other values of _ is p(_rmi_slble :-ithout fur-
ther details, According to _vaileble measurozents with
standard nozzles for K = 1.gl, _,@/_2_ :,mcunts to about
0,468, _.nd for K = 1.4, it becomes about 0.481 for n __
0.4. For higher values of n, the._ value s_.omc to rise
somewhat.
IV-THROTTLIUG DEVICES WITH CONSTANT Di_CKIRGE 90ZFFICiEI_'TS
AT LOW VALUES OF THE REYLTOLDS VTT_=_'___.,_._
107. The die, charge coefficients of th,_ ,._tandard nozzle
and the standard orifice ch,:n_e with the Reynolds number
below the tolerance lin:it _u,d, on the other h_vnd, measure-
ment at very small Re.vnolds numbers h_s pr_%ctical signifi-
cance, particularly with oil me2._urements, when _:e_suring
g(.s u,_th high hydrogen content or vet:, hot, sad with very
small diameters. Accordingly, v:_,rlou:_ te_ts h_ve been _ade
to develop special for_._s of throttlin_ devices that have
constant dischar_,e coefficients even at low va!uez of the
Reynolds number.
i08. These test_ wer9 _tartcd with the obsorv_tlon
that below the tolerance limit of the Standard the dis-
charge coefficient o__ the st_nd_rd nozzle _iecrea _:_,,_o_, the
Reynolds number becomes smaller (fig. IIi), which _pp:_rent-
ly is to be explained by the increased effect of fluid fric-
tion; on the contrary the discharge coefficient e_ t_._ stand-
ard orifice increases (fi_. IV) bec_use the constriction of
the jet below the orifice becomes lest. If now it were
possible to develop a throttling device in which thc_ con-
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trary effects of fluid friction and jet c,_,nr;trictlon _re
mutually co_penza.ted, then constant di_,cb:,.rge eoe_fficientz.
mi_ht be expected from such a thret,_lin_ _e-;ico at el....ll_r
Reynolds number_ than from the standard mUO:_zle, and th,_
standard orifice. The recults of thc_c t<r_t' _, h,_ve shown
this _:ethod to be workable. A standard f, r-" for shy r_-t[o
of areas, however, has not been found.
109. Of the throttling devices investida_t_-:d in thi_
connection, the followin_ forms hav_ b,_nn foun_ to b(_ -o_,r-
tlcularly _.ot ewe rthy.
Standard nozzle without a c.yl-
in.lrica! ,_art
Doub!e-bc _ _ed orifice
fi%ure XXI
ficurc XXII
Double-rounded _,rifice,
Double orifice
figure XXI!I
Biblio _ramhy
20a
ii0. These throttlin.; devices s p?enr !_ be zuitn_ble,
accordi " to the te_t_ theft h_ve be, _ _'c, rr:e_ a_ for the
following ranges :
Throttlinq de-
vicp. _s in
Fi _ure XXI
Fi ,_;ure XXII
Fi _ure XXIII
Re D
4,900 t.o I_i_,0,000
,_,:.,Ot to l'<:O,OOf!
,.,590 to bO0,::)O0
and fcr m :_-o_._ roxim_t e_',_'_
7..q to 0.4
• C ,)
J •
-_cc:'_zse of the _resent state o _ kno'_.<d,_e cf t.._ sub-
ject, a calibration of e_ch of the throttlir_7 devices in
..... ._ _"_ :_t the sameaccordanc _- _ith _-,ara,_rmnh 109 is neces_.,
Re/nolds number._ as th-_t at which it will be u,._,,ed. 3e-
sides, _ccordin_ to _revious experience, dist_r'_ing factors
r_ x.in the installation or in the unc, tream s_c_ion prob;_i'!y
_ ,. - ,_h_;,nat hi,herhave %rearer effect _-_t small ReYnold _ number._ _
Reynolds numbers. Oonsequently, it is feces'mended that c_tre
be to.ken to orovide throttling device_ for small _qe;_nolds
numbers _;ith lon_ lengths of disturbance-free pipe and care-
ful installations, as well as that, for r:_ccurate me-_ure-
r;ents, the throttlln_ device be calibrated under the sara
inst_l!a,tion conditions as tho::_e with _',i_h it is to be used.
_3kc_ording to urpubli_hed test result_ o _- _tt, _, ] o
for _hrott!ing devices !ik_ fig. XXI (see reference 2Z); _'or
throttling devices like fig. XXI! (sc:e r,_f_;renc_,c 5 and 0:_);
for throttling devices like fIZ. XXIII _scc reference_ 4 and
12).
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V - GENERAL INFOR_._ATIONON THE 30NNECTII_GLIliES
AND THE DIFFERENTIAL _RESSUREC}AGE
a) Gener:_,_.
iii. For acceptance and lab0r,_tcry t_'sts, a one- or
two-].egzed U-tube is used for the differential pressure
_a_e. If the differential pressure fluctuates, the onl.v.
ga_e to be recommended is the slnEle-1 .....ed U-tube, tho
second le_ of which is replaced by a container of Dref,_"-'-
sbly a hundred times greater size. Direct reading of :_
scale behind the _lass tube is accurate onl_ when _hc dl c-
ferential ores, sure is quiet A slide m_.Y be used to ob-
servG the meniscus without parallax E_nd then the reading
ma_-_,be made later on a scale, at the side.
ll2. The _lasz tubes should be at least 8 mm in diam-
eter when mercury is used, and at least 15 mm in die,meter
when water or carbon tetrachloride is u_ed, in order to
_void errors due to capillarity. For r,_adin_ smaller
than 50 ram, U-tubes are to be _void_d. Sm_;_]l mercury re_d-
in_s in steam or water meas_reT:"ents may be n._plifi_d b_,
usin_ some other sealin_ fluid. A usef"al one is acetylene,
tetrabromide. Its den'._ity is approxim_.toly Z kg/liter.
However, when used for lon,_er than 8 w_k, man: dis_ree-
able char&ctcristlc,_ develop. _,nd ._a__e clean '_,o]_k,,difficult
Carbon tetrachlorido is more plea_ant and, _t the save
tim_ _, zives an ampl_fied reading. Table IV _ives the rclo.-
tion of its density to temperature.
_._T_=_. IV ". Density of Oarbou Tetrachloride
Tcm_oerat_re, o C I 15 _0 _ _
_ I
I ............ +- ............
Density, :<_/].it er 1.605 1.595 3..535
IIZ. Inverted two-].eg,_ed U-tubes filled _:ith ;_ir or
benzol over the water, nay ,_,lso be used.
II_, S}_eci:_l mlcromanometers have been developed for
measuring very small differe, ntial prescures of za_es; anon-_
them are the Askania-_[inimeter znd the Dcbro-},[iuishov.
These two devices are suitable for testing _:(_rvice _iffcr-
e_tial pressure ga_es (r_ng balances, etc.). Sin_]le-le4_]ed
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slepe-_age mlcromanometers are very difficult to use accu-
rately and require very specisl ca_e.
115. In choosing the most suitable clifferential pre._'.-
sure meter, several matters must be considered from the,
technical aspect of metering. The amoun_ cf the lin_ _
pressure and the differential pressure :ire the chief fac-
tors determining the type of .thc differential press_ire m'-
ter - thus, whether a float manometer, ring balance, tell
flost, etc., Is to be chosen. The ratio of _'_re_,z ,_iving
the largest differ<_ntial pres,_ure for the throttling, de-
vice under the given service conditions iz to be clloscn.
If a reduction of the effect of exnansion i_ d_:sirel, low
differential nressure and so, l_rg:_ ratio of areaz_ _r3 to
be used; on the other hand, it is recommanded that 3_all
ratios of areas _nd so, ls,r_e d!fferenti_l ores_ures, be
chosen since, under these conditlons, th__ tolerances for
the discharge coefficient and the errors due to installa-
tion disturbances are smaller, _ud also :_hr) ?,crusting
force for the differential pre_r_ure met r it: increased.
b) Differential Pressure }_etcr for Con-'i:uols Service
116. Differential press_re meters, both indicatin_
and recording, usually have an arrangement for extr.':cti.u_]
the _:quare root and therefore have equ_l divisions for
the discharge, st !east over the _reat _ _ pnrt of the _cuie,
Since the differential pressure d_.creas_c :_s the squ::re
of the discharge, _tandardization n_ar the zero point is
uncertain. Important measuremez_t should therefore be made
with a sufficiently hlTh differcntial pressure. For low
flows - discharges of less than I© to 20 percent of the
maximum dischsr_e, _ccording to the desi<n- sufficient
accuracy cannot be _usranteed,
llV. If the scale of the diff_renti:'_l orezsure meter
is divided into units of the disch,_or<e, it c_n apply only
for a definite state of the flowing material, termed th_
"base conditions." The actunl state of thc material,
termed the "measurement conditions," is usually more or
les_ _ different. The difference between b_ze and measure-
ment conditions m_.v be considered with L_-_ and liauids,
by multip!yin_ the volume r_te of flo:'_ =',_,d ct the an_a-
ratus b_ the valuo _rZ_b - _nd T,ith _t_r_ _nd w_st.ur bj
multlplyin_ the _vei_ht of flow by the w_luo _/ 7b/'{r.
Here
_b is the density under mensurcm_n_t conditions,
_Yr density under base conditions
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If necessary, chan_e_ in thr: density of t.u_ se'_,11_U
fluid and of the substance over the zea].in_ fluid iu t'_e
connecting lines is also to be ,considered!,
•1].8. For very accurate continuous men_,vremen.t, it i,_
also to be considered that the expansion _ctor c
chan_,_ with the differential pressure, w_iie the calcu-
lations of the differentia]. _-sur ,_ tcr ;_ '.
carried out considering c as constant. Ar ,u'¢crmg_, v,_luc
Cm is used by most manufacturers in c_lculating the ',c_!
corre_r_onding to 2/_ o _ _h_. normal .di:_ch&r<c 1_or z]./"%r;_" t
normal differential pres_Ire.
119. The follo-'ing discussion of the, different '_v_'z
of ,.,oo,:_r-_t_is,_,.udtheir evaluation refers only. to the _-:_.:
cry ar.d Dructice. The quality an@. 3ervice_:oili '_" _¢ tl
....Op'._r[_,tu_ tc ,% ],:L.r<e d.e_re(; ,urn; :Jeoe. Sen+, o._ t",,-, cur., e_.-
ercised in it_,_ manufacture and _r_)eciellv, on the pe:rfec-
tion of its structur:-_l form. Witii rec:?r_! *,o the latter,
it must be reckone,1 that in :z].l fine _'_arninz "oee,ri__Cs
th_. ._'riction error incre%ses more _-_n_ ' : _-_.e._1_,__ .... ._ _,.:ith _he,
dead wei,<ht of the !)arts movin_ in the ,)g',;_]e!_'t_, 'SOii._'#] "
quently, with re_o,_ct to this frictior_ rr-r.r. _l'_e _iu,_':r
more ._le_o,ntly built acoaratus i" _onc, r,_,_.l -ere er._.ble ;
tn_ more ruggedly ouilt -_p_aratus, froc %,L'; _!_%.udpoiuf of
meterin_ tcch_olo{_v Zxtractin_ *' _
c_.._ very h.i<h requirement_ _, on t _" -" ,ie_;i_u _<nd r_a.nu-
f:._ctvre. Itm _ccur_cy is very cc, nm-id':'r_bly !i,.:itc, d in-
res_>cct to other ooers, tinq -r_..rt_._in tL._ _t,ructur:_,,! d.oni ;q.
I?0. Lith floL, t _,ttnometer';;, extractir_ the squ_,re
root im done esther b[-:._, corresvondin_ for<_tion of tLe
ch_mbe, r ir_ one ]-eZ of _, U-tube, cr bU <eci_,_,nic_,! m_-t!'ods,
i.e. , by _',cam or _lectric,>,l!?_. Em_r:]ctin< the squ{_.re
root bVf ,ean_ of the ehmmb_:r mhe._e i_, theor_ticoll/ Fozoi-
ble only devon to ,% minim.urn d.i_'<'_ren:,i_%._ a .__ , w ....
lo'ver, the _ren.ter the r_'_tio of th_ diffe/'e:0.';._.' I _z'-_"zv_r<_
to the f].e:tt travel. Consequently, _,nd. bec't_a_ of c.mrt_in
structural adv_nt_i,;e_ occurring in,_,ide,_t'_l!y, flout man_m-
etor;_ extractin._ the square root by the ohm,tuber ,_hr_.pe _r<,.
u_oful w_rticuiarlv for stem%r: .,.nrl w&t,_r uetors, for '_hich
a ;_v_i'ficienti_: hitch difYereni;ial !,_re_'.s,._reis :_v_til_,_b].e.
Float m_nc, meters with cy!indric'.l ch::,mber:_, f.u _,<.ich
th_-_ squ,_re root is extr._.cted by _ anm, h,_v,_ the _:_.c r_n_e
of use. _fith th_s_,, extracting the, _qu,_,re root is t?_o-
rctic_lly poszible at small ratios of' th_ dif:_'er,:nti;'_l
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pressure to the stroke nearly down to th_ z_ro point :nlt.
practic_!ly, becau_,_e of unsvoid,<ble fricl_ion error_: _nd
because of the very considerable tran_]n, tion ratio necer,-
sary at the zero level, it is possible onl_ down to a
point that is de_)endent on the design _nd _ orkman_hip.
Not_ _houl_ be taken that, becauze of t}:," _ !_dr;_tic !nw,
wh.en the dischar._e is a tenth of the max:_u_, the differ-
ential pressure has only a hundredth o-Lrt of it_ n_xi,_um
value.
A disadvantage of _,!I f].o_t m,_ncm_i_rs i_ the rnec_-
sity of transferrln_; the fie:it mcver c__t cv.t._ide tLc ore _-
sure z_ace. This is done through stuffin_ bo-._z or by
magnetic ccuolin_s.
121, With rin_ balauces eztr_,c_,in:_ _hc square ro_/b
is theoretic,_lly "_o_sible down to the z_rc -coint. They
hav_ a very hi<h int<_r.ual actu_tin_: :'orca. Thi,_ charue-
teristic makes th_ ....wart
_-_ _ icul:_rly z_it_bl_ for low d.i/'_er-
eutial _ressures. For differ_nti_! orc_.:rr"_ _ bore :5 _-
ters of water, the _ize _s inconve;_i_:_- ....__ .........
of this, they ":.re often used in thi_ r'-_:. ]<" i : the cher-
ical industr_ because of their toed cl'_r (%._rJ_fic_. Oth_.r
advc.ntz<eous characteristics _re th:..t, i_ c >ntr'.:st to 'nest
Other differential ,_re_s_tre _._-_ters, %h.'_ r r¢,&Jn< ie in _
de.pendent of the _oecific ;;r.::-it'_ -_nd _ <;_u_ _f the _sctl-
iil_ fluid when the metering drum i_ [:_,i_: _,_nctrlc:%].ly
with re::_oect to tile axis, and tho.t th,_ r_,_,!<_e s i_ di<f'erJ_n -
tial prc,'s_re (end re,zdings of th<_ ._ca!c_, ;_/ i_e ch:_n_:_
over _-_.wide ran_]c by ch:_n_.Ting the _,ens' _ivi _.
i J2. Extracting the sq'_.are root with t!,_ rinz ba!auce
i_ do_.e eith_r by means of th_ forc_ or tb_ trcvel, In
extrac*,ing the sqasre root b.v n<'sns o7 l_},e _'o.rce, the er-
ternal actuatin,_ Yercc is m_,ie to incrc:_ .,_ the z_iu:_.r_
of the differential pre_u}rc ;_nd _;:._orefor .... )rcT_ertion:_!iy
to the 8i_:cb, ar_e. In e:<tractin_ the sqv_ re _'oot :,:: n:_:_::_
of the _z'av<_l, ou <be contr_r.v, on!2 tA. i:ii:.a'a<_'_r ,_ov,_m_nt
is pro?ortional to the dischar<e, _-?_i!e t:,:_-_.ove_:.,nt of _h<_
balanc<_ rin_ goes :_pproximat<,!.v li_car!:. -:iti_ th< (_iffcr-
Th( _, fir_'t method has the _dv_c'tn_'_ tb.'_t near t':_ ,<:_ro
noint there is a relatively isr<<_ :_n_l_:_ cf rotation of the
rinz b:_].ar,ce and _-:o a high c_p_bility _'_-_r _!o.i.u< ,,v_._rl:. In
practic,:, ho:.'ever_ there is _. co:_idcr_b].c dcla/ in co_".!.n-_
to rest, _o that, vith 10w differ<,_ti:_l :-rc_zur_s_ ':he _c-
end method is u,q'u_lly preferred.
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123. Bell-float devices h_,,_vn t:,.n :_dv-_nt;_.ge that, tLey
_eliver a _;reat deal of 9o'_ver, and becnu:_e cf t__is and
their simo!e design they are very st_rdy _'.,ndreiiab!¢.
The?., are therefore well suited for rough service condi-
tions and for unusual services. If the n_,rt of the bell
immersed in the scaling fluid h,'_s practic:i_!!y no voinmc,
ch',_n-_<s in density and, within cert_,,i_- iimit._, the q<_.antity
of znaling fluid have no effect en the mea._ircmont. _;ith
thc'_e metering devices, the external _nt__l<tin,_ force i_
delivered through countersprin@s or ",:eight:; to s, movaL!e
lever arm. If. on the other hand. the buoyancy of t>:_ b_,Li-
fio.,-_t volume varies _.,_ith the stroke ar_ is rc'_oon:_ic]:_ for
the external actuating force, changes in th<_ dew, sit7 :_n_,.
the quantity of scalin_ fluid enter into. th.(_ _e_ _urc<cnt.
12%. The _iaphracm differential prc_',_urc :-.;,ter _v_t
op_rate u,ith a transfer arran_:_ement that operates -;itL
hiqh ratio, ou account of the 4iaphr_,gm _troke amo'_nting
to only ,_ _ ,...._ so. millimeter_. T!_c_, are e_oeci,._lly imoortaut
where "_it is _feccssary to o-oer_,te _vitho_t :_ f!._id, i.e., in
ship service, or _vh_,,re .uercury rust net b_' ,_e, -_. for I'r,'n'_ons
of kealth or corrosion.
125. In ,_,ddition, the're i_ a i::,rge :,n::her of methods
in _._hich the differe_tial pressure v:_ri,'_:_, '._<_:_ ,-.].<,ctrie__l
qaantit;_ directly without using any int._rr_ia, te m_:,_sn-
icml members; for e_csmple, mercury clot_cz ccat__t._ or v:_r-
ie._ the flow of current to points on thn :_ecor_,!sry of s
tr:_nsformer, or a magnetic or inductive re_:ist._._ce i_;,
chs, n_e_] by me:_,ns of a s_it_ble f!o_t, _tc.
126, In the commcrcinl differ.>n+.is! _<re_s".;.re meters,
the discharge is u,_us!ly indicated or a sc_]_e or recerdc&
on _ ck:_rt. If the recordin_ pen _,:e_es on the ch-,rt T_ro-
portion_]_ly to the di_ch-_r_e, the chart T_.;,_b__ rl,_ni_etercd
and so the total quantity di_char_;c..& in a givnn _eric, d of
time ma:z be determined. Usually th,_: ch'_.rts cn.nnot %e o!-_n-
imetered down to th_ zero line. in !hi_ cane I h.c tr_e zero
line does not agree v:ith the :_o-cailod plani:_.etor zero line,
which i,._ obt_.ined theoreticall, _, thro_gh extranelation of the
proportional divisions,
1,77. Additionr,l apparatu_ me:,: be installed in or n_dde@
to many differential pressure meters for electric telemeter-
ing or to re].er_,se control imo_.Ise;_ or, ,vhicl_ is m:_t im':_or-
rant, to record the tot:_l flow. The _eqi_tez'_, of which
_ever:,.l mech..,,nicn_l and electrical con_truction: :,re :_v,_,.i].r_-
ble, iuteqr:_te the discharge a_ni::__st ti_c. if the _ennii:y
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of the material being _etered ch'_n_ s, it m_v be ,_e:_Sr.:b].*
to u_e automutic correctin_._ _irro.n,_smcnt:_ _o that the _i_-
charge (weight or volume) of the" f!ov.'i_'_ matol-ia! will b_
re_iztered accurato!y with its chan.qos in _-_:i:_ity.
c) Connections to the Differcnti"l Pr:,:,::ur_ _,_,ter
12S. In measuring noncomDressib!e fi_z.i.J_._, the differ-
ential oressure meter should, if oo_'ib!_._ be !oc_ted be-
low the throttling device and, in ca'_ of stc_,.?, mca._ure-
ment, below the condensing chad.tubers; thi_ _ _u or_'? t." ....
air separating in the differential Dre'_'_urc [_u_:s "::i.![_"ct
collect in the differential pressur_ met_r bui_ r.:_.y._?._oe
into the pipe llne, If the static -_re_:_':.._rein th'e .oi}_e
line is s_,_al!, th-._ differential r,rcz:_urc is _,o be z<_t ,.co
f_r below th_ thrott!i:i_ device tli:_t a _-_::!l _::cc,,_ pro_-
Sure is a!wJiy_ sctin_T on the low Dre_sur,_. ide of t_io i_f-
ferenti_t! pre_sure meter. If the diff_r n+_ial pre_sr_rc
meter is located abe, re the thrott!in_ _ov'_ce, crovi._'ion
i _ to bc made for r_movir.g th _ _s t_-'r,:._u_h -_. ..... rap _t
the highest point of the differ,,_nt'.".l _._-,: :_r_ _.line.
meter _s to be _-et _c, high a_ r_Os_ibl._ i (_v- tb
tling device, _o th_0t liquids cond_,n_'!_g iu ti_" dif"_:ren-
tial nressur,_ lines m_ _low bac_" to th_o Ti0_ iin,_. If
the pressure in t}0__.pipe !ir.e _ _ _'>_]ow ._Iro_ f,_ri_;, . ....cial
care _ s to bc tskcn to zcc t_:t t.h< di"f,_r3nt_.'l _,?'c?j_c
!i_:es und their connections _re i_._.h_ If !_,_ iffer_n-
ti_l pressure meter zust be located b_lo_ th_ throtilin,q
device, it is recommended th:_.t the diff_:._nti:_l pressure
lines be led to a ]_,_Int below the throttling dcvi_e and
the differential _res_ure meter, and th::,_t '_,_c_.._r'J_torTz
chamber for condens_tes of _ater, tar, etc., be l_rovidod
_t that _olnt.
120. The diff_reutial vJre_sure Jill:,:, hould b_; at
least 9 mm in inside diameter an! _houl<_ b_ • s _ort as
nossibl_, in _ea_urin:_ steom or hot fluids _r hot gnats,
they must be _o _,.rrmnged th_<t no hot f]uid_ c:n ,_ntcr the
differential pre_sure meter. The {_.iff<r_-_utiu! <_rec_ur,_
line_ _hould always be laid _'ith .,.gra_!ient {_t least !:!?,
preferably less than _iSe). Co!i_c+io'_- of ,.,_ter in _:_
measurement _nd collection of nit in li_lui_ __ea_urement
_re to be avoided by proper layi.:_ of the _:,ipc,s or by the
installation of _uitable sep_rator.q. Sharp _cnds _rc_ not
p_rmiscib!e, If the differenti_l prcs__trc lines cout_'_in
water, _e mu_t b_ t ''__ <en to lay t;',_m ,_-,_re +h ....will net
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freeze _'i_urc XXIV .,ho_v., cn _
_ur-_.,tap_ independent of cn,ch ct'_er.., that r_ay b,<: r_,,_,......-
men?,ed for ste;_m measurement.
VI - APPLICATION TO ACCEPTANCE c_']___._.........,: ::-''__,o,.r_T
ST_A..,i A}[D COITDE_ _ _ ...... TT-'. ........
a) Tel. trances eor_ Read.in_, the Dieecrc_nti_',l__ Pr_ i-:_""__,_ " " _" <O "D"i --_
I_i The measurement of PI - P_ re(_ iz'e_ the:. Cre ..
est c-re. For the requirement_ of the diffcwen_.i'_! _-,r_--
llre LL'et(_r, sc(] _ • _' _..
].3_. The cennectln.; lines to the diffcronti_'_l pres-
sure _et_r mu[:t be tested for %i<htnes:_, incl_ding _:_
counecti,_, lines there m_y be botw_.G_n tke two _i_e_ of the
U-tube, The lines must be filled <ilh '_,_efiu'.t_l.v k:o'._n
substance, which is ins'._rcd by re-oct,.re& vi_<rous b!o':'in:_-
out of the !inc_, (See _Iso ,_ara-Tr<p!: 6Z, _,_ ;"c!i _,._ p_r-
,<'graphs i_8 to iS0.)
iZ[ _. For _cceotancc t,'ot ,° two i_do_;(::_d_: _ ffer-,-,_-ial
pressure r, eters are. to be provided for :.'e:_o:_.,._ of c_rt'_i_l-
ty, each with its o:,n lines ._r_8 with cou4en ..... %c _...... _-rr
for t.he _rp!0er v:o.ter ].ev,_is i_.: euch of %,he t T.o ?;inc,_, sr.]
no test :_houl_ _ bc begun before the tv,o rca{i._,_T $___i'_4,.
Fi:_ure XXIV _
c!i_{mherz with over:flows _.re :l<,eu, _l'eat care s!lould be
taken that the overflow flues to t/le ,_tce,m "]_!i'D( _i[_'r("nO
constrictions in +._ fr,rm o _ ei _ _ ;-:,_'lScd s_,a;Ts or _ro
jectin_4 :Tas]._ets, _,h_t they b_,, true, i._., v:it]l,out _'_fiden
chan_es, and that _,-,heyb_ a:_ short am ,o,-,zib].e and in:_:u-
iated. In co.uden_u.te cham'oer_; with !.orizent._,l st_,ar_ iu-
let._, the side ta_s and the connectin_ lines r,ust lie in
the s:_me horizont:_l __lane.
tnken thst the chambers are filled with condon_9_t_ _ or wu-
ter. _7hen necessary, the ch&mber,_ are to be cc,ol<d.
IZd. The zero moint is to be che_c-d :_,,_'cre ;_.::_, <I_ _]r
t h _ t c _t.
- ?s should b ,_-_ead directly from +he diCfer _,-
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tial pressure meters. The smallest metering area should
be so chosen that the displacei_ent of the sealing fluid is
more than approximately 75 mm.
135. The average of the two differential pressure me-
ters is to be used in the calculations. If the agreement
of the two differential pressure meters is within a per-
cent, an additional tolerance of ±a/S, but not leas thanj 2:±0.5 percent, is to be applied to _ and thus to
the discharge in order to take care of the possibility of
error of the differential pressure meter.
136. If the manometer reading changes slowly by more
than 5 percent, the average value is not to be taken of
the readings but of the square root of the readings.
Short-period fluctuations of the order of +3 percent
may be taker_ into account by means of frequent readings.
b) Tolerance for
I
137. The density under the conditions upstream from
the throttling device must be measured with the same care
as the differential pressure. Consequently, there must
be known: for water measurements, the temperature; for
steam meas_Arements, the temperature, the pressure, and the
relation of the density to the pressure and temperature.
(See also paragraph 64 ff.)
1_8. The temperature should not be measured too far
from the meter (see paragraph 65), observing, however, the
installation prescriptions; thermometers of known accu-
racy are to be used. It is recommended that a second
thermometer of another type be used in a different loca-
tion.
139. Pressures up to 3 atm abs are preferably read
with mercury; above that Bourdon tube manometers of known
accuracy are to be used. Care is to be taken with the
pressure tap that the bore is flush _vith the wall and has
no burr. With high values of m and large differential
pressures, the pressure PI is to be read in the plane of
the differential pressure tap. (See paragraph 65.)
140. The absolute nressure and the absolute tempera-
ture (273 + t o C) can be determined _vith careful manipu-
lation to ±l percent, and 0.5 percent, respectively. The
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dependence of the den?ity on pressure nnd temLoernt_ire in
the case of steam i_ known (see references 7, !l, and 19)
within _0.7 percent up to about 50 atm _bc. The total
tolerance for 7z is determined by the law fo," comb_ninT
errors to be yl + 0 25 + 0 49 = 1 _ oerc_nt :_}proxir_at_
ly. In determining the _oler_nce for the di:;ch:_r*_e, it is
to be fissured at half-rate, or ±0.7 percent, ;:inc_ l
enters the matter. Fcr separate tolerances otLer t!_:n
tho_e %iven above, the total tolerance for the _,e.___'i_'
must be corrected accordingl_T.
c) Total Tolerance
141. The total tolerance is to be determin_d from the
J...........individual tolerances for _, _, _.nd P - _ by Lhe
' 1 "_
law for combining error. Two examples :,.re _ivcn:
a. In measuring water with a b_sic toier<_nco of
• 0.5 percent _r,r _,, an a_dition_l tolerrnce of
+0.5 percent for pipe rou_hn_,_,_, o _" :'3.! ]?ercent for
........, and of _0.5 _ercent for - _,_ the tot _l
to!,_rance is J ........ + _ FR. . -1i . -_: r,.9 o(:r-
CoJlt .
b,. in measurin{ steam :,_ith r_ bL_,._ic telcr:,r, ce of
• O.I _;ercent for <_, an a/di+,icn-_l tol,_::_-uc,'_ cf
±0.,5 percent for _ipo rou<hne_s, ,_ tolcr:_ce _,f +0._
percent for ¢, of ±0.7 T ercent for _7_ , ,_.ud of
±0.5 percent for _/ Pz - P_ , the totsl to!er-:nce is
_- _ + _ -_ .......... _ ......... _ .................. _-y._-
_/],_-i ...... a--_,:.o + 0 .... 5 + .,.49 + ..... u = ±1.2 percent.
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D. EXAMPLES
I. Calculation of the diameter of throttling device for _iven service con-
ditions and a chosen differential pressure (extra,pies 1 to 3).
2. Deter_inin_s the discharge for a given throttlins device (examples 4 and
5).
Given:
Sought:
Discharge
D!amotor of _Example I. Plowin,_: _t_riai, Waterthe throt- 2, " - , Dry air
tling device _ " 3, " " , Suocrhcatcd_ steam
Given: Met ering
Arrar_ement _ " 4, " "
Sought: Dis c_a rg e _i ,, 5, " ;'
, Superheated stean_
, _{oist air
EXA_'._LE I
Flowing material: Water
Given:
_!axi_unu discharge
l_easured line diameter
Maxinv_w. differential pressure
AP = PI - P2
(with mercury and water at a ten_crature of about 20 o C)
Sought: Diarzetor of the throttling device.
G = 40,000 1oz/hr
D = lOOz_m
h = 100 rn (:_ - HcO)
= 1255 l_/m 2
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ktem
i
2
Z
4
5
6
?
8
9
13
Ii
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Water temperature _
Density of water. _i
ma from paragraph _(b) of the
Standard; see also Data Sheet 4
u from figs. 19 & 20, Data Sheet 4
mE (item 3/item 4)
m
Reynolds number Re D (from Data
Sheet 7 at _ximum flow)
R:_olds number at the tolerance
iimi t
Discharge at which the tolerance
limit is reacb.ed GT = G ReT
ReD
Correction factor for pipe ro_._gh-
ness (for nozzles, fig. 23a, =o._" -
orifices, fig. 24a Data S_ie_ 5)
Correction factor for lack of edge
sharpness (fig. 24b, D_ta _.,,,_ 5)
Corrected value oi'_, al
Recalculated value of rq using
the corrected value of _ from
W
Diameter of the throttling d_vico
d = _(at measurement temper-
ature)
d at 20o (V2A steel) fig. 17,
Dst,i Sheet 3
Basic tolerance for _ (above the
tolerance limit)
Additional tolerance for pipe
roughn ess
Additional tolerance for lack of
e_ge sharpness
Total tolerance for a
v_Item 15)2+(Item 16)2+(Item 17) 2
Tolerance for _-PI-P2 (assumcd
reading on U-t_oo manometer)
oc
kg/mS
_T
.1ozzie
a r b
15 I00
I000 958
0.2845 0.2905
0 .012 O.O!,_
0.251 0.2865
Orifice
a
..LJ
!OCO
0.2S45
O. 670
0.42 S
I00
958
r 0C.2_06
_J.,;';72
123,000
ii0,000
6_8,000 i1;]J,900 -=.:.,£00
i
llO,,0Jtj ._.... .,CO0 io,,__
kg/hr
_w
Tf_.!
oorcent
n_rcent
oercent
percent
_-,ercent
35,800
$3
;LO
0.5
0.5
0.5
9,000
53.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
_ ,SOC !0,7 30
!.009 1.0095
].,0081 1.0075
O. )81 O. 68J
C. ii S O. _5
I
64.61 65.2
l
84.5i 65.0
0.5 0.5
1.2 1.2
0.5 0.5
j.. _
211 olera- ce for _ (ass-omed) percent 0 0 0 0
"Lr__t21 Tolerance of the measureme-ttY(Item 18)a+(Item i2)2+(Item 20) 21ipercent 0.7 0.7 1._q 1.5
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EXAMPLE 2
Flowing material: Air
Give n : Maximum volume discharged
at standard conditions
Maximum differential pressure
AP = Pl - P2 (at 20 e)
Air temperature in the line
Measured line diameter
Barometer reading at I0 °
cozresponding to
Gage nressure upstream from
the throttling device
Yressure upstream from the
throttling device
0 ° C, 760 mm Hg
h = lO0 mm H_O
!
: 100 kg, m_
tl = 60 ° C
'_ 30 -
_i = 3 ,_5 k
D = 300 nm
B o = 755 nu HZ
Po = ].0,£55 k_/n_
PI = 450 mn H2O
Pz = i0,715 kg/u e
It is assuued that the differential pressure meter used has
a scale divided into units of the discharge, so that it is c_lcu-
lated with a constant avor_tge w_!ue for ¢. (Z::;e part, graph llS.)
Sought: Diameter of the throttlin3 device
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Vol_ne rate of flow
_ctor for rec_Icul_ting to measurement
conditions
' J PN T_
: lOS ° x)
(see eqt_tion (I0), Data Sheet Z)
PI
Pressure ratio
PI
¢ for m = 0.2 (estimated from Data
Sheet 6 for 4/9 PI - Po (see para-
graph lll)
ma from par_raph 43 (See also Data
Sheet 4)
o from figs. 19 a;qd 20 (Data Sheet 4)
m = -- (first approxim£ttion)
;}Tozzle _0rifice
Std.m3/i_ 1300 ISO0
-- 0.9220 0.9220
-- i0.0097 0.0093
-- 3.9_'7 0.969
-- i0_1430 0.1480
-- i 0.993 0.620
-- !C.!440 0.2_05
*Scc footnote on page
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Item
No.
8
9
l0
2O
21
2o
24
25
26
27
P_eynolds number Re D at maxinnnn disch_rgs (from Data
Sheet 7)
Reynolds nut,bet at the tolerance limit Re
(paragraph 45)
Discharg_ at which the tolerance limit is reac._.ed,
Re T
QT = Q Re--_
Corrected va].ue of ¢ for calculated value of m
(from Data Sheet 6)
Now m G, is to be recalculated:
as compared with the first assuJned v_lue, there
is no noticeable difference; ¢_ and m may be
retained as in Items 6 and 7
Correction factor for pipe roughness, from Data
Sheet 5
Correction factor for lack of cdg_ sharpness,
from Data Sheet 5
Corrected f2.ctor for the effect of vi5co_Ity, fro:<
Data Sheet 5
Corrected value of _, a.1
Corrected value of m, m I
d=_ at ter_oerature of measurement
d at 20 o (aluminum) fig. 17, Data Sheet 3
Tolerances
Basic tolerances for ¢_, from Dsta Sheet 5
Tolerance for pipe roughness, from Data Sheet 5
iTolcrance for lack of edge _harpncss, from Data.
Sheet 5
Tolerance for
iTolerance for _ , from table I!
iTolerance for _PI- Pa
(from data of the manufacturer of the differen-
tial pressLu_e meter, applicoble in percent of
the particular theoreticcl value in the o_,ran-
teed mete.ring rann_gc) (ostin_ted)
Tolcranco for _, (asstm_ed)
iTotal toler.r_Lco of the mcasurm=cnt,
j(Itcm 23) 2+ (item 24) _+ (Item 25) 2+ (Ito:n 26) m
i_ozzle Orifice
t
i
Std.
m3/hr
mN
oercent
Derc.c_t
percent
percent
percent
oerccnt
percent
,percent
92,000
75,(i00
i,070
92,C00
55,000 '
_ .999
- ,- i-? -.C, •I_CI_
B. J L#O
!. t,O2
0.99_I 0.(_0
0.1441 0.230
I13.8i 144.1
_I_ = 143.8
0.5
0.5
0
1.5
0.2
!.C
0.5
0.5
0
1,5
0.2
1.6
•$tands, rd conditions r_re 760 mm of merc_nT and 0° C; see !tom 2. " :t ;.':;,/hr ':
ss....in equ;_,tion (I0) refers to standard conditions of 1 atmosph_rc (l '.._'_'s_._
and 20o C.
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_'XAMPLE S
Flo_sing materal: Superheated _tean
Given: Maxi[:un discharge
Mari:_um differential pressure
PI - Ps
Pipe line diameter
Stean pressure upztroan from the
throttling device
Steam temperature
Specific volume (from Knoblauchls
Steam Table, 1932)
Density
C :- ,: o,ono kg/hr
= G ::_ V,-O ::
(",t 30 ° )
D :: 200 nr:,
12'7,0 i, C....... :>
tI :: 3600 C
V I = 0 °{:7'_ _.<3 ,.,_. ........ / hg
_I = 4.112 l<g/_'_ 3
The differential pressure z:etor is a float manometer, with a
scale divided into units of flow, _:o that it is c_Icu[c_;cd with
a constant v_d.ue of ¢ ; see pare.graph l] 7.
Sought: Diameter of the thrcttlin,_ device
Iteml
No .i
--_-I L_aximun discharge
2 Ratio of pressures
l0
II
12
13
! ...................J__
TT;_7i7, :
PI" Pe
Pi 4
3 estimated for m 0.2 <_nd _(PI-Pe)
= = 0.022,
P_
c
from Data Sheet 6
4 me, from Data Sheet 4 (sec also paragraph 43)
5 _ from fig. 19 and 20, Data Sheet 4
7 mle_ for ¢;
8 _i from fig_. 19 an(l 20 (approxin_tion s_fficicut
nlCL
8 m i from (_--q
Reynolds number ReD at maxim_n discharge" (Dat_
Sheet 7), extrapolated
Rejnola_ nt__uberRo,_ ,::tthe tolerance limit
Corrcctio_ factor for pipe rou_:L_hnc_sfrom Data
Shoot 5
Correction factor for lack of edge sharpness
°---
m_
@rificei
i
,io,ooo£
0.05! 0.05 _
0.5131
0.775 i
o.
O, 77{)I
C .482, l O. C?.O
3,300,00,:,iZ,(:,O0,000 !
:']OCt,(_00 I _7o,000!
I
]., 00;9 I.O0Ci
1
0.9 _5
(i.5168
I.07i
0.491
0.:/;I70
i .07,_
*In industrial ste_n meesurement, the Reynolds number generally ii_:s _:;o hijh that
a trial to see whether it lies above the tolerance limit is not necczsm,ry.
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Item
No.
i 14
15
16
17
2O
21
22
23
24
25
Corrected value of _, _2
Final value of m, m2
d = _ at temperature of measurement
d at 200 C (V2A steel)
Tolerances
18 Basic tolerance for _, from Data Sheet 5
19 Tolerance for pipe roughness
Tolerance for lack of edge sharpness
Total tolerance for
Tolerance for c , from table II
Tolerance for _/PI - P2 (from data of the manu-
facturer, applicable in the metering range)
Tolerance for J_-
Total tolerance of the measurement
_(Item 21)m +(Item 22)2 +(Item 23)2 +(Item 24) 2
I/u-fl
percent
_ercent
percent
oercent
percent
percent
percent
percent
NozzleIOrifice
1.0_6| 0.783
o.4s1 o.
138.9 I 16>?,i
137.8 16]..0
0.5 0.8
0,5 1.5
0.7 1.7
0 1.5
1.0 1.0
0.7 0.7
1.4 2.58
EXAMPLE 4
Flowing material: Superheated steam
Given: Standard nozzle
Material, cast iron
Measured inside pipe diameter
Ratio of areas
Installation
Gage pressure of steam
Steam temperatttre
d = 40 mm at 200 C
D= I00 rmu
d2
--= m= 0.16
D _
Standard
40.5 atm
400 o
Sought: Weight of flow G kg/hr at a differential pressure of 525 mm
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Ite_
No.I
1
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Metering end Calculation Results Nozzle
Gage pressure of the steam upstream from the nozzle
(corrected according to the manometar calibration
curve and considering the column of water in the
manometer line)
2 External air pressure Bo at 0° C
Pc
3 Absolute pressure of the steam upstream from the nozzle
Pl
4 Temperature of the steam upstream from the nozzle tI
5 Density of the steam upstream from the nozzle 71
(from KnoblauchVs Steam Table, 1932)
6 I)ifferential pressure (measured at 22 o C) h
7 Differential pressure PI - P2 = h(Th' -7')
(see equation (3), Data Sheet 3)
Pl- Pe 6580
Ratio of pressures
PI 415 430
Expansion factor (, from fig. 27, Data Sheet 6
Discharge coefficient (l, from fig. 21, I_%ta Sheet 5
(see footnote to example 3)
Correction factor for oine roughness
Correction factor for the diameter of the nozzle at -aO0°
(from fig. 17, Data Sheet 3)
Weight of flow G, from equation l, Data Sheet 3
Tolerances
Basic tolerance for a from Data Shcet 5, fig. 23
Tolcrance for g from table II
Tolerance for re_ding the differential pressuroJ_ I - P2
(with U-tube manometer)
Tolerance for c (including tolerance for pressure and
temperature measurement)
Total tolerance of the measurement
atm
n_n Hg
atm ab s
atm abs
OC
£1Ln
(Hg-H20)
kg/m_
mm
B_
kg/hr
perccnt
nercent
percent
percent
percent
40.5
767
I.043
41.54
400
13.94
525
658O
0.0158
1.010
GO80
0.5
0
0.2
0.6
O. 81
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EXAMPLE 5
Flowing material, Moist air
Given: Standard orifice
M:.terial, V2A steel
Actual inside diameter of pipe
Ratio of areas _d2 = n = 0,5
D s
Installation, standard
d :: _-_8:_ 8 nn, :_t 2,0 o C
5 :: 400 _am
Sou,zht: Volume rate of flow
tions, m3/hr
Q referred to sta_ndar4 coxdS-
Item I
No. I Motoring and Calculation Results Orifice
I i Gage preszure of the moist air upstrca:_ fram tLe orifice r_ E_:0 370
:=:: !Q_ 759. S
Extcrrm,l air pressure Bo at 0° C k-/n a 10,330
PO - t:, ,.
Ab_qolute pressure of' the zoist air _ri_trcnm fren t,h_ crlfice
P1 iqT/., _ 10,700
TerTperature of the moist air upstra'4u from the orifice t I °C 60
..... -- ....... ] --[ ............
Relative humidity q_ .... 0| 0.70 I 1.O0
--4
Density of the saturated water vc,_or (at t_),
7D
Density of the water vapor (at its partial
pressure) c2_{D
8 Satura.tion pressure PD of thc w._tcr v_,por at
tI (:ir_:':l l(noblauchls Steo_..T:_ble_, 1932,)
partinl _rccsurc of the vapor in thq L_oist air
I0 IPar{.{al _re_ure of the dry air co_titucnt
ll IDensity of the dz:,/-.it ,.c,_.stit'_ontQfrom eq.ua-
tion 9, D:)_taS_hcct 'J)_ tr
12 Density of the moist air _{_ = _{tr + _ _{D
13 Differential oress_re (;acas_rcd at 20 C) h
14 IDiffcreutial pressure Pl - Ps_ = h_ h
P_ - Pa = -?,5415 Ratio of pressure
p_ I0700
16 Expansion factor ¢, from Data Sim_:t
17 " _ 'i-n _eDl_,c._.r_ coefficient (_, fron fi_re 22,
_4_/n3
kg i'ma
]-j/n a
!._/r:: a
ks/m 3
r._:, H ;:0
t::,_/ma
I
0.130]. 0,1301 i0.130!
I
O
2031
0
i0,700
1.097
!.097
2/.,4
0.0235
0.993
0.0911 0.1301
2031 2031
1422 2031
9278 8669
0.951 0. 889
I.OZ2 i.019
254 254
254 254
I
0.C235 0.0235
C .993 0.993
Data Sheet 5 -- 0.69(; C.6C6 I 0.696
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Itez
No
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Correction factor for pipe roughness
Correction factor for lack of edge
sharpness, from Data Sheet 5
Correction factor for the effect of
viscosity, see (25)*;(Re D> ReT)
Diameter of tile orifice at measurement
temoerature d I
Volume rate of flow of moist air _mder
measuzement conditions, from Q,
eqtu_tion (7), Data Sheet 3
Volume rate of flow of the dry air con-
stituent at the partial pressure of the
air, Pl- q9 PD and tl °C
Volume rate of flow of the dry air con-
stituent under standard conditions
(0o C, 76o mm H_) QZ;= Q _t_!r
' 7N
Reynolds number RoD in which _ is
assumed for dry air (since fig. 29,
Data She_t 7, is not sufficient to
allow the calculation from equation (13)
Reynolds number at the tolerance limit
ReT
Tolerances
Basic tolerance for a, from Data Sheet 5
Tolerance for pipe roughness, from Data
Sheet 5
Tolerance for lack of edge sharpness,
from Data Sheet 5
Tolerance for c, from table II
Tolerance for reading the differential
pressure on the U-tube manometer for
_l - P2 (assumed)
Tolerance for _ (assumed)
Total tolerance of the measurement
'(Item 27)2+ (Item 30)e+ (Item 31)s+(Itom 32) _
t
m3/hr
ms/hr
283. I
10,550
I0,550
0.70
285.1
i.00
283 .I
i0,93010,820
8,950
I0,820
Std.
m3/hr
7,950
i0,930
7,530
-- 500,000 400,000 400,000
-- 170,000 170,000 170,000
percent
percent
percent
0.5
0
0
0
percent
percent
0.5
0.6
percent 0.93
*Reference 25.
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_ II_DEX
Acceptc nce stn_dards
Added pipes
Annular ch,%mba r s
Arenas : ratio of
!?! t<, 161
.?Z
!9, 20, .q5
-k .D
Balance, rinq
Bell float manoneters
121
i8S
Calculation, of dischar-_c
, of the diameter of
the onenl _;_"
, of the tcler%nce
Capi!lari _'-_..,.. _fect. s
Centcrin_ of the thrott!in_ device
Characteristics of ms.teric!s
Colloidal solution_
Combining; errors, law for
Compressibi!it/ factor
Conden_.ate, measurement
Condensing zhambers
Connecting lines o_, A28 to
Contraction factor
!
Corrections ',s_e Edge sharpness,
Oipe rou<hness, Viscosity, etc.)
s7
43
_4, [5
20,i12
25
ii
6, 5'I, 60
66
i Zl, 141
].._
!Z9, 178
8Z
Density
Deviations from the standard
Diaueter of opening
Diaphragm differential pressure
Differential pressure
Differential prezsRre meters
Discharge
Discharge coefficient
Dispersion, decree of
Disturbances of in_ta!!ations
Dust-coi_taining Ta_es
64 to 69
40
meter 124
_i, 61 to 63
61, !11 tc 115
4
'_ 44 45 48 _nd 49
Ii
Edge sharpnems
Elbows
En_ler degrees, conversion
Errors, law for comhinin@
Examples (for watcr, air,
steam and moist
!7, 52 _o
of
54
superheated
qa_cz) pp. Z! to _7
5-i
,_2
3C
o
5
7
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Expansion factor
Float manometer
Flow
Gaskets
Inlet of pipe, measurement at
Installation
Installation, disturbances
, length
Law for combining errors
Xanoncter_, hell float
, float
Xeacurenent, _t inlet of pipe
, nt outlet of pipe
• of condensate
of st e;_m#
Hoisture in _ases
Xountin_ ring
Mud-containin_ f!uidm
Noncylindrical pipe
Nozzle, see _Ise StP_ndard nozzle
, discharge edge
_ee also protective rim
, manufacture
, range of "ase
, shape
0porting, diamnter of
Orifice, see _iso Standard orifice
, edge _harpness
• manufacture
, ran%e of _se
, shape
Outlet of pipe, measurement _t
Pipe, diameter of
. expanding
, nor_cylindrical
, reducin_
, roughness of
Pipes, added
Poise, convert:ion
Proszure, differential
• • -..... ;!,,,.
120
!P, 18
25, 95
96 to It:2
24 to 36
Z0
6, 5.t, £0
123
120
96 to E0_
96 to !02
lSl to 141
lSl to !41
68, _5 to 90
82, 95
9
27
21
15
!.'I
14, 15
4O
17, 52 to 5-1
17
16
16 to IS
96 to 102
27
95
97
Zi
28, 47, 50, 51, 54
2_
4, 61 to ,SZ
61
D "!,.t ":
: h :
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Pressure, measuring _)oint
, meter, differential
Prezsure ratio, supercritical
Prezmuros, ratio of
Prez_uro taps
see also Annular chambers
Pressure taps, single
Profile, of the nozzle
Protective rim, of _he nozzle
ITo. of ar'_%rPgh
65
61, l!l to 115
].O_ to !06
]?_ t< 108
14
_0£_
14
Ratio of areas 14, 4Z , 76
Ratio of nressures I<_Z to i<6
Ratio of pressures, suoercritical_. _IriV to ._l_''_c
Reynolds number 72 and 7z, 79 to %_
Rim, protective, of nozzle 14
2in_ bal_nce 121
Rou_i_hness, of pipe 28, 47, 5C, 51, 56
Separation, of _ases and vapors
Sep_.rnt or
Sharpnc_ _, of orifice edge
Single pre*_sure tap_
S p._.c e F ibc:v_
Sts.n(]ard conditions, conTer_ion to
$ t:_ndard nozzle
_ee also _,ozzle
Standard orifice
_ee _iso Orifice
St:,/ad.%rds, acceptance
S t_nd:ur -_ &eviatlon _r_m
Steam measurement
$ t r_.i _ht cuing w',_nc c
Supercritica! preqs_.re ratio
9
25
!7, 58 to 54
20
32
69, 93
! :I ! 5
t
16 to i$
...., -± to 141
!Zl to !4i
ZZ
! _:g to 1,_)6
T_ps, orems<_re
• sincle
z<-_ al_o Annu!qr chambers
T__mpor_.ture measuring point
Throttling device
Tolerance limit
Tolorc, ncc s
2 [)
"= iZ8
5
45 a_ 81
Vi see zit7i
, of g_s mixtures
1
5
3
1
5
5
2
7
Translation by Lyman Y Van der P_'!
Pittsbur_h _quitable _.,i..ter Co
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VDI Flo= _eter NOZZIJ AND ORIFIC_ PORWS
Standard
A. Standard prescriptions for the form and Frmamure taps of mtandard nosslem and .rifioel
(Sea _ 14 to 2_).
, ,re,.,,._. _L---
...7/, nag obligatory)
._ L_:<o/_ _ Ix_> _-- _ -.._- =<o,,D
Standard nomzle for n_0.46 StI_ard DOilY@ f.r i'_O-4J_ Standard orifioe
_. Non-obliRatory exaipl.i of aanufaot_tro,
applicabl, to nossl.e and orifioee
[11
Data 8he.t I
_g- 9
J
_ounting throttling dovio.
N
.__l
Pi_- 9 _g. 10
S #
-_-_ _-- Pig. 4
h 8.e_'18in t_xt
.$
l r--
Sharp edg.
to metering
,4ueg/e/_h/¢//un_. r_]I apparatus S_oti.n A-8
• s_,_.t, _. __ ,J_
I
_g. 6
IeaO_tont.
FiR. 12
Fi_. 7 _ Drain FiR. 8
Figs= q & _. 81ngle premaure %s_a mith
ozternal oq_liling line for gaa
I
Fi_. 13
b. AnnUlar ohambere
I_tR, II
o. Per pipe dl_ieter8 below 70 u (eee_25)
I" 4 v 4
" _ !1 It " _ ---_ .......
I Downstream added Upstream added p*_ i" hair.am added pipe
Up.t_m_ lOD_dded pipe _3| / pipe--_ _D "-_ IOD ,._"_ 5 D
FAR. 14 P_g. 15
FigI. 14 and I_. Inatallation typeo with added pipel for pipe diameters below 70 u.

_D[ Flow Meter
Standard
A.
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N_SAR¥ LZNG_8 OF 8_AI_T PIPZ
Necessary dioturbanoe-froe lengths of straight pipe(in pipe diameters D)
as a f_nction of m, with elbows and valves near the orifice
Data Sheet 2
Nozzle _x.
Standard [ ,.._ __
7 t-
"_! _ _-_et--_-+_ +_
o ___, _. o _ _,
_inzelen_ohrun_ - Single pressure" tap
_in_[kammer . Annular chamber
£ in Vielfachen von D - E in pipe diameters D
in Vielfachcn yon D - A in pipe dia_aetere D
Necessary d_sturbance-free straiRht lengths of pipe
(in pipe diameters D) between throttlin_ device and
_ate valves for different ratios of area of the valve
i
"EEEEEB
I _rJ r
Table I
_atio of areas Nozzle I Orifice
of the valwe,
f/_, ,,,_O_lo;,mlO.,Io Io.,9.,I, .,Io..,I,..,
[
f/F _- _rea of the oFenin_ of
tho va_ _/_ FOSd-Bec t lo_aA
area of the _i_e, (a_proxi-
merely - lift of _ate/tota/
possible lift).

VDI Floe Meter
Standard
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FORmUlaS Data Sheet
A. General formulae, for liquids, games
and vapors (iee_7)
1,0t_
_.o,ofzs_ _i_ _
B. Speoial form ulae
If the differential pressure is not measured
in .illiie_r. of water. P,-_-h/r,; -r') ('_)
is to be substituted in equations _l) and (2).
For _* and _Isee Table 2.
a) For liquid=, _ = ] •
For water with _ = _: 1 kg/1 and with mercury
at _00 C al the eanoaeter fluid (for other tel-
peraturel, see Table 2),
G.7,_O3o_dziiZ7 [X'gl/U (_)
b) _or dry st=an
Rith meromry and water at 20 ° C in the nanoneter:
For other temperatures of the lanoItir fluid,
see Table 2.
o) For gamte
_'ele uaually neRligtble omipared eith_' ,. Be that
is taken from table= (see Data Sheet 7) for the
proper working condition or Is oaloulated fro_ the
equation Of state:
a) For dry gases:
" IX
_'00_0 #00 200 300 _0 ' 500
Teipera_re T 1
Fig. 1_ - Ten,stature sort=orion for
the area of the opening.
a) Krupp V:a_l&
Vr-_ steel
b) Cast it=el,
ray east iron
wrought iron
O) Niokel
d) Red braes
e) Krupp V2A steel
f) Aluinua
b) FOr Rases nixed with dry water vapor:
Y_.°Y_ {_ (9)
For the error in _ when humidity is not _Oniider_d,
see Fi_. ]$. Frequently the density must be de-
retained fro_ the flowin_ fluldp by leans of samples
or with the denlity meter, and converted to the
service condition=.
Conversion of the measured _ai vol_e _ to the dry
=tats and itandard conditionl.
,'or dry _..e., _]/_ _](o)
lpQrOxziate equaticn with half the error of Fig. 18.
-£ -, 7--
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Data Sheet
(continued)
P l-P2
d
G Weight of flow (kg/hr)
G Volume rate of _low (a_/hr) at neaeurelent
conditions PI' "1"
Volume rate of flow (a_/hr) at standard cOn-
ditions Pn Tn°
O_ Disoharge coefficient free Data Sheet 5-
hpaneion factor froa Data Sheet 6.
Density of the taterial (kg/a_) at measure-
nent conditions P], T I.
Specific volume of the material (m_/kg) at
measurement conditions PI, TI"
Dlfferent£al pressure (kg/n 2) s (ms of water)
Diameter of the free opening of the throttling
device (me) at measurement condition T 1.
d_o Diameter measured at 20 ° O (am).
d 2 = d202 . k (she Fig. 17).
h Differential pressure manometer railing (am).
_o Density of the manometer fluid (kg/2).
Density of the material in the lines to the
"_' manoee_er (kg/1).
_n Density at standard conditions.
Pn Absolute pressure st standard conditions.
T n Absolute temperature at standard conditions.
T 1 Temperature at neasureemnt conditions.
K Factor for the deviation free the ideal gas
law from Data Sheet 9.
_tr Density of the dry gas at the pertialpr_esure
under measurement oondltione PI, T1 (kg/a_).
PD Saturation pressure of water vapor at T 1.
(Partial pressure of the water vapor :
PD (W/'_))"
Relative humidity, the ratio of the weight of
water vapor to the weight of water vapor at
saturation under eeasureaent conditions
P;, r; (k_/kg).
_D Density of theeeturated water vapor st
PD (kg/n_)-
Pl Absolute pressure at the standard pressure tap
location upstream froa the throttling device
(k#.2).
P2 Absolute pressure at the etandard pressure tap
location downstream from the throttling device
(kg/a2).
Table 2
oC
0
fO
Z_
3e
eO
Dansity _'(,g#)
Mg(_')N,,o(z')_-r'
lS,551 fooo lZ,595
13,_71 1,ooo 72,5T_
13,szz o3_6 lk,$g6
1._q. o,9_$ IZ I,$$
Values of the
constant of
_,_Z_ i =O_
i
1,_00_ : 0,_
1,3991/ O,,O_IZ5
.c,,. III
1#'
"_ y_at _0o and I eta: abe. _- _o
1 I 1 Ia, de o3 ,3 ,., ,., -
F_.g. 18 -- Deviation of the density of the
saturated gas at 1 ataoephere
absolute and at O to _OO C fron
that of dry gas.
numerical
equation
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DFP_F_INATION OF DI_W_T_R OF T_E TItROTPLING
DEVICe THROUGH THE D_TgRWINATION OF _ 0(
I,I,_ Fig, 19
Deter_nat£on of a O/ for the standard noss_e.
(see _ 43 of the standard; the discharge equation is solved
7,1Z- for m _, the pertinent value of ¢_ is read off and m is
- computed.)
U
o 7,06
@
t
m
7,02
aso
0,78--
a,76--
et
.'_
.o _w
_9_6a
o
e_
__ _ _ (a) -
agTzs2eOz_ _-"
6
---(Nomenola_,ure as or I_ta Sheet 3)
0,I
J
J
f
J
J
D_t ermination
j
.J
Fig. 20
of • O_for
(see _ig.
/
/
the standard
19)
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
¢_ fbr smooth
f
-/
/
/
/
/
/
/
?]Z ¢1_
/
'_; for smooth pipe and sharp
ortf ioe edge
Data Sheet 4
/
pi_el.

,-J F)ow Meter
6t_ndird
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DISCHARGE OOEFFICI_I_,ADDITIONAL FAOTORS, AND _0LBRAIICtS
VOR STANDARD NOZZLES AND ORIRIC_
Data Sheet
_.Correotion rioter I" l
_'_ - 1 k f°r the effect of [_ 1-_-" -
_ viacoeity ._ ._
I J_
_ge -_- L . ' 3ooo0 ____(c'_.,.d I I I_ _ _oooo,
ZrH"'io tolerenoe (Ne _ 44, _i- 46)=-_
{1" _ t _ I I _ I _,l
:/ , , Above the tolerance limit
i
_ Additionil toler_noe for-'---V=,,---
O,s Oz 0,3 O.i _Ts O_
,_iG_E: '11%e correction f_otori are to be clIi_leced
i-parately, the tolerances are to be set togrther
mocording to the law for coIblning errore.
o

VDI IFlou I/et4r
Standards
NACA Technical Memorandum No.
=XPANSXO_fACtOrFOR SUPrrH_ATZnST=A_
AND DZATOkXcCAS_
952
DIts Sheet 6
A. kpanmion factor _, as • function of the differential pressure and the absolute pressure.
".-' ._lt._,_N _ .......... p_ ,_-.,vt l-- nd(s.,_.xt.d 8to..)7-_/_/_-d ,origin. 1 1"1 / ! |:_
t ,
Oo
\g
\
l \ , . _.1 -- -'_
-_._,._- - .... ,, \
="' _ _._'.._,,_._o,...,.___-_.... ____."i_-.--"_¢_-"_
I 1 I l j I ,_ l
Differential prossur., u Hg
B. _ as a funotion of the ratio oF the dtffor.ntisl pressure to the absolute pressure and For
NOTI_
e
Differential pr.ssure, as (Hg-H201 san.
/
/
Standard orlfloo

VDZ glow Meter
8tamderds
NACA Technical Memorandum No.
C_A_aC_CRZSTZCSOV .*TiRZ*'_
952
Data Sheet 7
o
Air
_co
NH3
C_
CH4
_S
Lm -
e_e_lf
li20-Vnpor
Tnble
Denslty _ n dye--isvi.0osi.
7a [kelms] p .,. HEr ,,/. _e [*fel_l
#O°CIfkf/e_e O°C/71;Omm'O_ --'tO° O° +50° fO0° i ZOO°
1,MS
7.7_
0.05
t,9
O.OeOJ
I,M7
tj_J
1o_n
tjso
O,T/f
AHO
O,O899
0,717
f,53t
f,,'57
IO_;O] *J
t,.U
1,n
t.._
1,30
O_
1,18
O,a2
O,_S
t,07
IO,--71"J
_m
0._
O,a'_
I
_ Calouln*_l
z,o_ t, t7 t.M
tJr t, st 5,_
t,_ t, f7 z.57
I_ I_ tJz
1,f5 1,34
I_0 1.7t
o,_ 1,o_ t,z_
fJ2 1.,10
f,4_ 1.14
300 o
3_9_
4
|
N
--For other teohnioel genes, lie DIN E18?I & E18_72__
Table 4
Dynaaio vtsooslty _. I0 _ (kg *e_/m2)
1) of gases at the sstu_atlon line.
I I,o_ I 1,14 t 1,.,51 t.Ul f,J4 I
2) of llqulfled gases. I
. H_O 1&3 f_t fOJ I
Caloul,tion of th9 Rgyng_ds Number
_ee_2 f_. of the _tsndard)
._/h zfr.the _i.oh.-ge o _, gi,sn _n _#h_, _ in
or _nin no_ael nm_/hr' it is expedient to lit
Re o=36,1.1_s__ ...ff_
= 354 • f0-s 0
o, " " "p*)
=35_.10-_ . . .ffS),
oz"
in whioh '1 _ the dynaaio vi_oo_tty (kR eeo/n_
, the kineentio viloolity(12/seo)
_, , a onloulating quantity
D • the pipe diameter (me)
F_g. 29 enable* an easy deterni_pti_ oflt _
ReynolSs number to be me_e graphioaAAy _nee _ "I_ of
Che St_ndard)o In l_lgo 29, e_is given for atea_,
V for wster_ and _" for genii. In using the fig--
urn, r_ or V ' for the material in question is sought
and the start is ands from the left ordinate into
the no_ogrephj el the following exumplee show.
Exmaplesx
1. Air st 200 voluli rate of flow _.8 4_ m_/hr.
Line diameter D --- _0 _•. P£rlt find @l _or air at
_00_ go horisontnlly to the left ordimite and son-
nest the interseotion with the value 4_ n_/hr o_ the
line of the no_ogre_h, oontinuing the line to the
auxiliary line _. Then oounoot th_s interlio¢lon
with the value of 20 o_ the D line. Prolonging this
line beyond H gives Ren = 52_00, approximately.
2. Siena, _00 kg/h_ at I0 eta. abe. end 275 o.
Pipe line diameter D m 200 u. Find _L , go from
the ordinate, orossing the G line of the homograph
st the point _000_ to the auxiliary line H. Then
oonneot this tntePseotion with 200 on the D line;
the prolongation of this line gives Re_ 400 000.
Conversion of the Poili to Teohntoal Unite.
If tile glvlcl, ln o.([.so units (poise) (aS in
_andolt-_rnstein_, div%d_ it by 98-1 to oonvert to
toohnioal units, k_ seo/n Z.
Conversion of gn_ler Degrees to RAnonatio Vie-
oosity.
If the viscosity iS given An _ngler degrees,
oonwersion is m_le with the formula:
6,3/
10 e . _ = 7,32 E- E . . . (16)
- _
e
r_ |
L _
r_
L
;
I
J_
JJ
o to _o _OT
los n_htne
oil

VDI Flow Meter
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DIVIATION8_ q_J STANDARD
A. Pressure Taps Similar to the Standard.
Data Sheet 8
B.
The broken parts of 13g
the ourves in Figs. 91
& _ apply to the ease
1hem theta&s oztend to 7.70
the faoe of the thrott-
ling dovtoe(as tndioated _, I_8
_ for O.O_D). o
L
o _p_
o I,o_ _ I,o_
h zzl=_z
8
rid. _0 Fig. _I- Mossle
"O/e g.qs_'che_q T_le ;
- de/_l<ueveninA_.31#.3_
be/_f/_den/a//,#M#it
_ Anbohe_ngenhiszurWond
desOros_r_es re/cl_ /
(wie f_e 0,o_0 on_edeutet)/
0,1 O,z 0,3 0,6 _ D
_z_- a t
rid. _2 -Oriftee
Figs. 51 & 92 - Correoticm footer ford with pressers taps similar to the Standard so aho_ in _g. _he
st dlstanoeo a I : a 2 fro_ the lasso of _he plate in normally rough plpeo(moo also
oouroe of pressur_ in FiR. 8 of the toot).
x_itionaz tole,-_oe c_ ,p to • = o.4 _or hassles or o._ for oritioso _ ,,ithO._O<(O,*_z)<O/O
1_ for larger val_eJ o_ • for hassles & orifioe8 J
FAg. _4 - igrror Caused by Different Installation Dietu.rbanoes with Ortfioe8.
OriFioes with No_-Bt_ndard Plate Thicknesses
•nd Cyllndrioal Lengths.
o
o
7.0_
_,0_
_g- _9-
Correotion faster for the dieoharge oo_-
fioient _or no_-etandard plate thiokneooen
and lengths of the oylLndriosl parts.
Max&•u_ order of the _ertng
_atio of error to be expeoted, _.
areas (q-india•tea that the flo_ is
greater t aotualj - smaller
Installed down_tre-- m _han sotual.
!
I_ ,_ _# __# _H_I _W/__ 2. notalled domnstresa
-- ? /t//1/ d er.
-- / I / /'./-/--./-In fro_ t tapered re-
//////I
__. II I I/ lI/I_feot of oyllndrloal
_feot of the o71tedrtosl length a' (_pper half)
•nd the plate tbiokneso • (lower hslf_.
Additional to2oranoo for_ _1_
o/,o - t
qtO -o,5
o,53 -j
_re -qs
_"06scn ,_O,S)
_o,_
0,53 - !
.0,÷
4_. Inotalled in a p1_e llne
.with riveted flanges.
(Rivets in aooordanoe with
wlth
nOlllel
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VDI Plow Meter COWPRESSISILITY FACTOR K _ts Sheet 9
8t_ndsrd
At high prsssurel the aotusl d_slty _'devlstes from the theoretio&l vslue _/'th of the
Ides1 Sas aooordlng to the gaa 18w (see _66), snd
K _F" - _'th
In this, K - refereed to 1 stn. abe. - t8 to be tskon froa the figures below for different gsles.
_," / /I
&tire &boo f_J
ALr _v- _ _u._--p Oxygen
0 _00 _om'a_s J_O
Hydrogen _- le_w_
I I
Methsn_ 4- _
_--4_ Mitro_en
-_----_ _--_-- --
.__\
.....
..... J.....
o _o 20. _0o_ e_"
Chlorine _¢*_"
-:I -:
Csrb_ Monoxld o._-- K_ea_u
:,,
o _ _ _ _ _o
(Frea "Die (]heale-ln_enleure," Vol. II, Part 2)
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C _ _ 5 ._
-c::_Z_ _1 :_-:_Q_- -t-" "_._
-_,_ ,_ •
',a .'_. _-_ I
o o
t_
0 m
m
_II) e
I"
!
g
i
, i
i
\
%-
_a
k
i
o._._
ell_ _
_._
o _ _
o
_ _ ,_, ._ .._
0,_2 IIIIII
o,_IIIII
0,,,ill H_
il I _,, !!!, /,_i --
o%li I "'-.llllg !
I Ill "'--.._111/
0,.'N4_ _-!!
Yi_o. 1,2,3,4.
BO-s/c _oleronce shown
l_os,'c foleronce kilo on dofo shee/5 ft'9 Z4d
, _', til[ !
0,60
0,3O
%
Figure Ill.- Discharge coefficient= _ of the
1930 standard nozzle as a func-
tion of the Reynolds number Re_ (referr£d
to the pipe diameter _) drawn logarlthmlca]iy.
--'--'" IIII
i"
0,_0 llllll llii l, ,_ _,_
¥-10; lOq 3"10 3"10
_ Re_ '
Yigure ]_r,_ Di=char_e coefficient= c_ o _
the 1930 _tandard orifice _=
a function of the Reynolds number R_,D
drama lo_arithmically.
[,'3O
?n

NACA Technical Een_orandum No. 952 Figs. 5,6,7,8.
% ,_ill
Temp,roCuee
Figure _.- Dynamic viscosity _ of
ga_e_ (Landolt-B_rn-
_tein, 1927).
I
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I
[ , 1
0 ' _ _Ox
Figure IY,..-Residual pressure loss
for standard nosales
and standard orifices in percent
of dLfferential pressure P1 - P2 "
x Nozzle
• Orihc¢
".,,.
I
,_o_d(rrd orlfic#
o _ ¢z O_ O, m05
Si'a_ard nozzle
Yigure X .- Residual pressure loss
for utendard noszles and
standard orifices for equal differ-
ential pressure and for equal dis-
charge.
_ St.ooPt, p;pe
Q-_ V#ry rough pipe
-__
a_-l°z
//////////////////_
_/////_: 0
iO,o_ _ -
I':-- , I _ _q
o o,z o,_ _#Oo,, -_
Fi_XII St_ndar,'_ Nozzle
Curve ! for m _ 0,25
. 2 . m _. 0,3_
. 3 . m _ 0,443
0
_/_//////////////////v ,////. H///////////////////////ZO
_l_ooPh pipe _-_
..... --10
L
/ /
0 _//l/lll/llt//lltlll/w_ _/-._111ff1#/1I///11If//tl/'_
_-_ - __._/
-_ 0_ _ _,_--', _,_ '
F_. Xlll 5LA_r_ ori/tce
CUrVl | _or m _ 0,_)
. 2 ,, m _ 0,60
,, 3 . m _ 0,70
Ft_zres Xllan_ Xlll-Devtattons of the pressure at the pLpe _all from
the presents at the standardised measuring posl-
tlcn, expressed in pereent of dtf_erentisl pressure (se_ also _B. 8,
flg. so to ,._).

NACA Technical Memorandum No. 952 Figo. 11,14,15,16,17,18,19.
#i_ s
/f,,_ _ !I
_, I P, II '. ..... on pape ox/_
[ _ermon_t_LLIOrS /_heod
Figurer[.- Y'l_ow picture and courae of presoure
in throttlir_ devices.
_ _ / ;r_ _
_ __ ,,
o u az _ m o_ ob o
Yigurei_I_, _T, and_I.- Effect of a projectin_
mountin_ rin_ on t_e
etendard nomsle and the atand_rd orifice.
____I .......... _" I "
Ro_io of Otto# m
I 1 ! I
!
!
/--
I
/
, /
/POt/O oF or_O$ _r
FiE_rel_I[,lY_T, and_I_.- Effect of projecting
galkets on the stan-
dard nozzle and the standard orifice.

NACA Technical }_emorandum No. 95P, Fl6s. 20,_! _ _F: P_.
....... ...........
r__ N
- 1
0 _z _ Q6 o,_ Ca _9
.8
T
Throttling devlce8
Fig. X X I
Fi_..\NIl
Fig. NXlll
Figure _X.- Valises of/_. i
as function6
of P2/pl and m far k =
1.31 (for recalcu/at_on to
k : 1.41, see ¢11102).
Ior ]{gl_ alld [or ._ approx.
4o00 to lO()OI_(1 0.:_ to 0,4
:_000 to 11)0(I00 (LI_ to 0,25
;_000 to I00 0(I0 < 0,_.
_,Jd
Figu_'cs _I, _ and_I- _pes of throttling devices reas_emble_
for sm_ll Reynolds numbers.
l_l_re_I - Standard nozzle -lthout cylindrical throat
Figure_I- Double-bevelled orifice with rounded approach edge
end sharp middle edge.
Figure_- Double-rounded nozzle.
• igure]_- Arren_ement for double-pressure
type independent of each other.
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